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Both Houses buckled down to sysSenate Bill No. PI, the district court
clerk's bill, was amended and passed.
tematic work this forenoon on the
deputy sheriffs, $1,500; county
Senate Kill No. 6,
counprogram and by Sunday noon,
$500; Representative Berger Accused Attack Is Outcome of Agitation Scion of
The steering committee reported on clerk, $3,500; probate judge,
Republic's Wealth- it is expected to have cleared the ty commissioners to authorizing
fence
designate
in
school
concurred
and
bill
lands
$1000;
county
superintendent,
the public
Him of Disenfranchising
iest Family Arrested in
Over Clerical Victory at
decks and to have placed on the stat- distiicts passed.
a number of the House amendments, surveyor $10 per day. Counties of secA recess was taken to 12:30 to perute books a system of laws which
Socialist.
Rebel CapitalPolls in Hungary.
1911 assessbut not in others and Ilfeld, Cramp-to- ond class are those
will work for the best interests of mit the conference committee to work
and Walton were appointed a con- ment was $2,000,000 to $3,500,000 and
the state, and of which the Republican on the salary bill.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican I (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ference committee. It also reported includes Santa Fe county.
House.
may well be proud. As the
majority
Third ciass counties: County comJuarez, Mex., June 7. Rebels under result of this morning's work, such imon the appropriation bill and Hinkle,
Budapest, Hungary, June 7. Count
The chaplain prayed for harmony,
X Tisza, president of the lower house, Captain
Senate.
say a rebel force
J. S. Clark and Ho'.t were appointed missioners, $400; treasurer$ 2,500; X
portant measures as the public lands after Speaker Baca had called the
had a narrow escape from assassina- routed the federals near Casas Gran-- : bill, the
assessor, $2,500; sheriff, $2,000; dep- Washington, D. C, June 7.
a conference committee.
drainage bill, the "delinquent House to order at 11 a. m.
Si
in
a
des
Colonel
skirmish
Convened
noon
Senaj
at
when
yesterday.
tion in the Diet this morning. He was
$1,000;
county clerk,
Senate Bill No. 194, to eradicate uty sheriffs,
A resolution from the com mil tee on
tax good roads bill," the "legal adviser
Pascual
a
received
Orozco
tor Kern resumed his speech n! fired upon three times by Deputy Julimessage to the
$2,500; probate judge, $400; school su
Johnson grass was passed 23 to 0.
bill were sent to engrossing, authorizing the chief clerk
governor''
killfrom Escaboza declaring his men
Governor .McDonald, on whose desk, to engross and enroll all measures
House Bill No. 106, allowing per- perintendent, $1,500; county surevyor, X attacking Senator Lorimer's x' us Kovacs, who then shot himself,
ed several federals and drove the re- probably with fatal effect.
the bills passed by boih Houses this passed from now on.
sons to vote in other than precincts $10 a day. This includes counties as- X election.
mainder away
from the Mexican
sessed 1,500,000 to $2,000,000 in 1911.
House.
Fired From Press Gallery.
week have already stacked up very
Llewellyn moved that the Public
in which registered, passed 21 to 1.
Gran-des- .
in
Casas
Northwestern
railway
Convened at 11 a. ni., and re- Fourth class counties: County comCount Tisza. was unscathed. Kovacs
high. In addition, the House sent to Lands Bill (Senate Bill No. 36) and
Senate Bill No. 91, by Crampton,
earned consideration of sundry
was one of the most militant members
conference the General Appropriation the General Appropriation Bills be
was recalled and amended,
giving missioners $300; treasurer $1,750; asChihuahua Issues Bonds.
sessors $1,750; sheriff $1,750; deputy
civil appropriation bill.
Bill.
x of the opposition and was among those
The conference committee on taken up without delay. The commitcounty commissioners of district right
Ilex., June 7. Bonds in .the Salaries Bill also came to an tee reports on these bills were adoptRepresentative Atkin called X who were ejected from the chamber theChihuahua,
to confirm appointment of district sheriffs not to exceed $700; county X
sum of $1,000,000 and for additionclerks $1,750; probate judge $300;
ed, as were also various other commitagreement.
up his resolution for investiga- Wednesday because of disorderly con- - al
tlerks.
amounts
lhat may be found necesschool
tee reports. Hilton was called to the
$1,400;
county
Senate.
of
superintendent
tion
duct. He was suspended for several
weather bureau which
A recess was taken to 4 p. m.
sary for the successful prosecution of
surveyor $10 a day. County clerks in X was referred to agricultural de- ex-- I chair.
were
and
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but
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when
this
the
Clark,
Governor.
morning
sittings,
Appointments by
the revolution against the Mexican
first and second class counties are to ,X
Vargas offered House Resolution
cused so as to enable them to attend
he managed to
chamber
partment expenditures commit- Governor McDonald sent the follow- receive a
government were authorized today by
No. 21, to limit debate to five minutes
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conference
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found
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way the
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ing appointments to the Senate:
legislature of Chihuahua, Two jawas also excused because
fees exclusive of district court fees,
he was per-- i for each member. An amendment by
into the press galleries.
Interstate commerce commit- Water commissioners, H. L. Bickley, turned in by them in a fiscal year ex- X
agents have departed for New York
forming an operation at St. Vincent's Toombs to limit it to three minutes,
tee reported favorably on bill X
Turned Weapon on Self.
G. A. Richardson, J. M. Casaus.
to negotiate the sale.
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proceedings opened
prevent production
The bonds are guaranteed not only
lution was adopted.
Penitentiary commission, Charles
$4,000; in fourth class counties $3,000.
Committee Reports.
pi.ze tight moving X Kovacs moved to the front of the gal- by Chihuahua, but by General Pascual
House Resolution No. 20,
Easley, M. A. Otero. Jose I. Roybal, D. Until relieved by district clerks, the
SanX
The judiciary committee reported chez, denouncing the action by
lery and .shouting "There are still op- - Orozco. Just where the bonds are exH. Boatright, G. L. TJlrich
county clerks shall receive additional! X pictures.
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be sold is not known. It is favorably
Appropriation
pected
New Mexico Military Institute, J. $1,000, in first class counties; $750 in
Democratic Senate of Arizona in disW. Poe, E. A. Cahoon, J. P. White, J. second class; $500 in third class; $250 X board was subject of spirited X drew a revolver and emptied three said agents of American
banking Bills Nos. 259 and 205; Senate Bills franchising the
debate.
X chambers in the direction of the pres-- houses in the United States, presum- Nos. (I and 91, with amendments, and who cannot read and write
E Rhea, W A. Finley
in fourth class. Sheriffs and deputies
English,
and was explained by the author. He
ident. Then, seemingly chagrined at ably a Canadian firm, had agreed to unfavorably Senate Bill No.
Adopted Representative Ber- are to receive traveling expenses; jail- X
Deaf and dumb asylum, S. G.
said:
- lake the
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The
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bonds, stipulating only
"We feel for our brothers in the state
markmanship,
ger's resolutions directing juers $900 in first class; $720 in second
Marcelino Garcia, M. T.
a
own
be
of Arizona and we want to show our
body. The attack they
guaranteed by the state 'as reported amendments, practically
diciary committee to investi- X lets into his
class and $400 in third and fourth
B. E. Hedding, Alex. Gusdorf.
'substitute for the House Drainage Bill. brothers in Arizona
gate charges against Federal X upon the count is a direct outcome of well as by General Orozco.
that we have a
Jail guards are to
New Mexico Museum. N. B. Laugh-lin- , class counties.
The rebels appear to be sup lying The amendments were drawn by for heart for them, and that we can
X the agitation which has been persist- Frank Springer, F C. Wilson, W. have not to exceed $1.50 a day. The X Judge Hanford, of Seattle.
place
mer Attorney General W. C. Reid.
ourselves in their position. 1 appeal
county salaries fund is to receive 8 per XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ed in since his election as speaker on themselves not only with money; but
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much
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to
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This
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the Republicans and to the Demo- Action
Bills.
May 22. Tisza is an opponent of
School of Mines, M W. Borrowdaile. cent of all taxes and licenses; salaries
versal suffrage and on this issue his is being brought into the rebel lines at
Senate Bill No. 117, prohibiting the c'''ats of this House, to ihe Spanish-electioSocialist Disenfranchised,
John are to be paid quarterly; the county
C. T. Brown, John Greenwald,
election was contested with a bitter- the rate of 25,000 to 50,(100 rounds a
or appointment to office of any Americans, irrespective of party, to
school superintendent shall be paid
Mclntyre.
Washington, D. C, June 7. Repre
in day.
person convicted of felony was passed '"ke a stand with our brethren in the
Blind Institute, J. L. Lawson, Rosa-li- out of the general county school fund. sentative Berger, Socialist, of Wiscon- ness that culminated in violence
Los Angeles, Calif., June 7. Getier-i- l IS to 2.
state!" The resolution
neighboring
Deficiencies in county salary fund
the chamber and bloodshed in the
Lopez, George J. Wolfinger, G. B. shall be
sin, today began impeachment
Luis Terrazas,
pro streets.
aid
Substitute for Senate Bill No. 140, was Passed unanimously,
ex
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paid
HanBarber, A. J. Rollan
Federal
ceedings
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Judge
prominent statesman of Mexico, wht, providing for a drainage commission
Lopez introduced a resolution pro- pense fund which shall be
fcrd of Seattle, who recently deprived
Capital Custodians, J W. Mays, F. when the
witn ms lamiiy is living at Long in Socorro county, was tabled.
viding an appropriation of $250 for
has a surplus.
county
salary
A. Butt.
Beach, learned yesterday of the arrest
House Bill No. 261, regarding claims If boxing gloves for the members to
Judicial districts are classified into Leonard Olssen of that city, of his citCaftle sanitary board, John H.
of his son, Luiz by the rebel attioari-- for damages to leased and
themselves, the Speaker to
four counties; second, izenship because he was a Socialist.
first,
having
patented defend
use his gavel in
ties of Chihuahua, Mexico.
Hicks, Cole Ralston, C. L. Ballard, W. three
lands was tabled.
third two counties. Dis- Representative Berger charged Judge
Clancy
counties;
Kerr.
General
is
H.
I,.
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H. Jack,
Manza-nare- s
Terrazas,
reputed
House Bill No. 250, the Chrisnian moved to include sponges.
trict attorneys in counties of first class Hanford "with high crimes and mis
citi-to be one of Mexico's wealthiest
moved to table and the resoluSheep sanitary board, W G. TIrton, shall receive
Horticultural Bill, was passed 17 to 1.
second class demeanors, a long series of corrupt
$4,000;
LOO
zens wag for many years governor of
A Eichwald, Angus McGillivray, J. M. $3,500; third class
House B
Xo 2C, a1 fl(,t authoriz. tion was tabled.
$2,500, and actual and unlawful decisions and being a
Chihuahua
under the administration ,
Gonzales and Emmet Wirt.
Public Lands Bill.
blim, men or tnejr wompn t0
traveling expenses. The various coun- habitual drunkard."
of Diaz and ,s the owner of many thou Pharmacy board, E. G. Murphy, J. ties shall contribute a pro rata to the
1se of ilTig.uion waler from comlmlni.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
to
Committee
Act.
Judiciary
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to
in that state. Owing
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SI. Dyne, B. Ruppe, J. N. Zooke, Greg- salary of distrfict attorneys.
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He asked that the judiciary commit- Alabama's Entire Delegation his Affiliations with the nlri imvorn.i
'
Severe penalties are provided for tee
a slignt, technical amendment, read and passed 37 to 0
ory Moore
".atter
Presito
Was
The
Awarded
ment he was forced to flee from his i.
investigate.
department of
.
i
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nv.
on
i
Dental Board, M. J. Moran, J. F. failure to account and to turn over
ti,"c uciiciai rtiipiopriarions am.
4.,,
is assisting Olssen's
home at the outbreak of the present j
C'arke, F. R. Lord, J. Q. Welch, C. fees, commissions and monies, or neg- justice already
- waa read as amended
Unanimously
Senin
on
oy the commit- the
Crampton
to have Judge Hanford's despeaking
revolution.
MaeStanfel.
lect to discharge the duties of the of attempt
It makes liberal provisions for
late
amendments
to the House Drain- - teecision
The
House
ehas
adopted
.
,
Young Terrazas
.....
.
ri t
repeatedly
r,
Health and medical board, L. G. fice, or false swearing to itemized ac Mr.
u"'
Miii, explained mat tney nave Deen
immigration $ni,uuo; for
Berger's resolution directing the R0GSEVELTMEII0UTNU1ERED fused to leave the turbulent state of age
the mounted police; for the peniten
most
Rice, J. A. Massie, W. T. Joyner, G. counts, any assessors are held liable
drawn
former
Attor
carefully
by
Chihuahua, and join his family, sayfor loss to state, county or municipal- judiciary committee to investigate.
V. Hackney.
ney General W. C. Reid of Roswell, tiary. The University is to get
ing that business interest prevented.
School of .Mines $22,500; Militarv
that all rights had been carefully
Agricultural College, M. 0. Llewel- ity through neglect of duty.
The bill as recommended by the conThirteen to Thirty-ninguarded, that the procedure prescrib- Institute $25,000; the Normal School
lyn, J. H. Paxton, F. E. Lester, A. H.
Against
ference committee passed the House
ed is complete in detail, that the Pecos at. El Rilo $10,000; Deaf and Dumb
Hudspeth and Hiram Hadley.
Colonel in National
and went to the Senate.
House Friday Afternoon.
Valley has 75,000 acres and the Rio School $16,000; Insane Asylum
Committee.
New Mexico Museum $10,000;
Grande valley more than 100,001) acres,
The House was in good humor when
Just Resentment.
The following is the House resolu
which could be reclaimed by drainage, Miners' Hospital $10,000; St. Vincent's
Speaker Baca called it to order at 3
Y
the bill carries no appropriation, Orphan School $10,000; St. Vincent's
tion by Sanchez unanimously passed
(By Special Leased Wlra to New Mexican)
p'clock.
CUBA that
and that the people of the Pecos and Hospital $3,00; for other hospitals
Speaker Baca appointed Llewellyn, by the House this forenoon:
Rio Grande valleys have been working $1800 each; except at Albutiuei que and
Toombs and Evans a committee to conWhereas, the Democratic Senate of
Chicago, 111., June 7. The Re- lor such a law for the past three Gallup $2,000; at Las Vegas $:!.00li.
fer with the Senate committee on the the state of Arizona has passed a Violence Marked Walk Out
publican national committee to- - V
measure disfranchising all voters who
years. The amended bill was passed Sa'ary Supreme Court clerk $3,600
Public Lands Bill.
day began work on the contests
of
Men
Will
5,001
Expidition
of Several Thousand Eleunder suspension of the rules by a nauitt $'nu; private secretary to govover seats in the national con- Much of the time in both Houses are unable to read, write and speak
ernor $2,000, contingent expenses and
Sail Soon For Troubled
vote of 19 to 3.
vention.
this afternoon was taken up with con- the English language, and
vated Employes
diem $5,700; two assistant attora
was
Whereas, if such a measure he en
There
Again defeated motion of Sen- - Sj
ferences on important measures.
over
an
effort per
Island
wrangle
ator Borah, of Idaho, which Ni
The conference committee reported acted into law it will deprive of the
to compel Evans and Mabry to vote on neys general $1,000; salary of secrewould enable eight members to
of ballot thousands of free born Spanish
on the salaries bill. A number
the measure.
The Senate voted not tary of Bureau of Immigration $1800.
POLICE CAUGHT UNPREPARED
M. C. de Baca in
his
explaining
to
excuse
amendments were proposed in the American citizens of our sister state,
Evans
and Mabry from votrequjre a roll. The number
ATTACK ON
MILL
HUlflA
stands at twenty.
Alabama
House and debated.
therefore, be it
ing. The Senate bill is identical with vote, asserted the billi is doing an injustice to the tax payers of New MexHouse Bill Xo. 240.
case, delegation at large, six
The amerided substitute for Senate
Resolved, by the House of Repre Traffic Demoralized and
Pre
ico: that the poor people and not the
JS
votes first considered.
Bill No. 106, the county salaries bill, sentatives of the Legislative Assembly
Senate Bill No. 166, relating to the
Marines Landed at 1 Cuero
pay the taxes In the last analysis.
of the State of New Mexico, that we
Arizona case, delegation
at
perty Damaged Before Ofwas apassed 41 to 4.
conservation of waters, was taken up right
The bill passed 42 to 3.
Mine and at Punta del Sal
large, six votes, deferred until V
ficers Arrived.
The conference committee on the denounce the action of the Democratic
under suspension of the rules, amend
Tull.y called up the Senate amendlater day.
Near Santiago
ed and then passed. It also provides
general appropriations bill is: Llew- Senate of Arizona as infamous, as a
ment to the House Drainage Bill, and
Voted
to
seat
contravention
of
the
unanimously
sacred
for the fees of the state engineer 22 the House
rights (By Special Leased Wire (o New Mexican)
ellyn, Burg, Catron, Clancy, Labadie,
under suspension of the
from
S the Taft delegates-at-largPadilla, Chavez, Campbell, Garcia, guaranteed by treaty to the native peo(By Special leased Wire to New Mexlcnn) to 0.
Boston, Mass., June 7. Violence
rules concurred in the amendments.
of
Alabama.
ple
Arizona, as an outrage upon marked the
Clark,
Crampton,
Miera,
7.
Ilfeld,
D.
Love, Mullens, Gage.
Holt,
The
Washington,
C, June
beginning of a strike of
called up the Senate
Llewellyn
and intelli- several thousand
The salaries bill makes the follow- the loyal,
staff of the army today iss ted Walton and Doepp were named a amendments to the House bill providemployes of the Bos
The only dissent in the committee; general
gent
of ton elevated
population
committee.
ing provisions:
railway at Raleigh. Those was in the decision in the ninth dis-- ' preparatory orders for the dispatch of steering
ing that delinquent taxes go into the
the
and as a repudiation of that who
House Bill No. 210, providing for a good roads fund: and the House con- First class counties: County com- moststate,
refused to work demanded recog
a military expedition of 5,000 troops
thirty-eight
in
case
vote
sacred principle incorporated in
was
that
the
nition
the
of a recently trict; to
to Cuba. The four big army trans- iegai aaviser 10 tne governor at ?2,nw curred. A recess to two o'clock was
missioners, $800; treasurer, $4,000; the Arizona
fifteen.
constitution of the equali- formed byunion. company
The company refused
then taken.
assessor, $4,000; sheriff, $3,500; dep- ty and brotherhood of
ports now at Newport News were or- - a year, was passed.
mankind, and to deal with them other than individuFirst Blood for Taft.
to be put in commission, provi
dered
uty sheriffs, $1500; county clerk, be it further
7.
111.,
President
June
Taft
Chicago,
school
ally. The street railway service and
$4,000; probate judge, $600;
Resolved, that we congratulate the
won the first of the contests for seats sioned and supplied.
IeConipte Davis, counsel for the McOrders also were sent to the armv JUROR QUESTIONED FRANKsuperintendent, $1800; county survey- HPfin 0 rtT Vaw" Uavfon . . ...... !.
"
LIN IN DARROW TRIAL. Namara defense.
aD0Ut ha,t time Five arrests have in the Republican national convention,
l0a
or $10 a day. First class counties are
be
will
which
from
the
troops
posts
constitution of our state, pre !been mad. for
nn mntnrnltn heard by the Republican national com- Darrow Trial in New Court Room.
those having assessment In excess of pared and
mittee when a vote of S3 tn 0. a unani drawn to havj them in readiness for Wished to Know If Witness Had Made
adopted through the agen
Poiice
Judge Hutton announced that beginSurprised.
$3,500,000.
the movement. The troops will be
cy of the Republican party has made it
mous
over
the
contest
decision,
the
Salary Agreement and How
Although the strike had been threat
ning next week, the trial would be held
Second class counties:
County forever impossible to perpetrate such
taken from Pittsburg Barracks, Forts
Account Stood.
in the new court room of department
or more, it came Alabama delegates at large, six in
Isl
and
commissioners,
Governon'
$600;
treasurer, an outrage upon a free and self re- - ened for a week
Niagara,
Porter,
9 on the eighth floor of the hall of recshortly after 4 a. m. with a sudden- number, was decided in favor of the and, New York, and Forts McPhcrsca
assessor,
$3,500;
$3,500;
sheriff, specting people.
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican) ords. The seating capacity of the
ness and a clash that surprised not "long" (Taft) delegation.
and Oglethorpe, in Georgia.
Los Angeles, Calif., June 7. When new court room is about 500. The acUnanimous Decision.
only the company officials but the poHavana Mill Attacked,
the trial of Clarence S. Darrow, charg- tual seating capacity of Judge Hut- vote
The
was
viva
Senator
lice
of
voce,
Boston,
Brookline,
Cambridge,
INJUNCTION TO PREVENT
SUPREME COURT DECISIONS
Medford Borah asking for a yea and nay vote
Havana, June 7. Negroes armed ed with bribery, opened today Juror R ton's court room exclusive of the press
TRAINMEN FROM STRIKING
DEPRESSED STOCK MARKET. Somerville, Everett, Chelsea,
and Maiden.
though evidently there were no nega- with rifles attacked the Toledo sugar E. Golding asked and obtained per- section is just fifty-ontives. His request was complied with mDl at Marianas, a suburb of Havana, mission to interrogate Bert H. FrankRushed for Cars.
Pennsylvania Judge Issued Order on Findings Against Commerce Court In
The men had been discussing the and confirmed the unanimous decision. today, evidently with the intention of lin, the witness for the prosecution.
Plea of Member of Engineer's
New Game and Fish Warden.
Favor of Interstate Commission
matter nearly all night at a meeting The Alabama contest cases were tak- - burning it. They were hald 1ick by The juror asked Franklin if he made
Trinidad C. de Baca, of Mora coun
Brotherhood.
the Cause.
and as daylight was breaking it was en up by the committee when it met p,ivate armed guards, but the firing any agreement with Mr. Darrow as to
ty, Is expected to take charge of the
decided to take a vote. As soon as it
iu ociock.
ixntinued unil cavalry summoned by compensation when he entered the state game and fish warden's office In
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) 'By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcan was seen
iatter's
said
Franklin
he
had
on
Rested
of
in
employ.
that those favor of going
Regularity
Organization. telephone froo, ramn Columl ia apthe course of a few days. Thomas P.
New York, June 7. Depression in
Philadelphia, Pa., June 7. Judge
not.
out were in the majority, the gatherine Aiaoama cases were aeciarea v .prt n1 t,, ,nsllreents flpi
the retiring incumbent, will re
Gable,
Brogy in common pleas court here to-- 1 London's market, resulting largely ing of nearly 2,000 men began cheer- by the Taft attorneys to rest upon the
Juror Wanted to Know About Money.
r"Bri"
"e9
day issued an injunction restraining from acute conditionB ,n Berlilli pro. ing, and a rush was made for the first regularity of the state Republican or- rre5a.
"Does Mr. Darrow owe you any mon tire from public life to engage in private business enterprises.
tae federated committee of the brother- - voked
J ian Ducassi, who was a leading ne- - ey now?" asked the juror.
ganization presided over by Pope M.
unsettleraent here today. Cana- - early morning cam.
hoods of traininmen, conductors, fire-revoluin
war
of
The
witness
a
was
the
the
Six
chairman.
that
this
state
gro
Wreck Car and Beat Motorman.
replied
Long,
general
delegates
Paclfic was the chief sufferer,
men, and engineers from taking any !dlan
The first one was met on Tremont at large, and two district delegates tion, was arrested in Havana tooay, matter which would have to be clear
that may lead to a strike onic'in'ng 21-- points. Union Pacific re- - street, near tne hall. The car was each in the first, second, fifth, sixth charged with conspiring to support ed between Mr. Darrow and himself.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES
S
the lines of the Pennsylvania railroad fleeted more than usual pressure. Steel stopped, the trolley yanked from the and ninth congressional districts, six - 'the present negro insurrection.
P.
TO VISIT SANTA FE.
Golding also asked the witness as
cast of Pittsburg and Erie because of fell under yesterday's low. Copper wire, the windows smashed and the teen in all of Alabama's twenty-fou- r
Almost 300 members of the
Galvez, leader of the negro party in to the various amounts of money he
had received from the McNamara de
The Injunction showed some
alleged grievances.
Knights and ladies of Security
in anticipation mtorman and conductor badly beaten delegates, were involved in the con- pjnar Del Rio, a'so was arrested.
support
S.
was issued on petition of John
tests.
fense, and also if he had carried the
Lodge will arrive in Santa Fe X
of favorable May statements. Ameri Several passengers were rushed out of
Torrential Rains.
at
3:43 o'clock tomorrow after- - X
$1,000 alleged to have been given him
Taft Contention.
the car, although none was injured.
Hemphill an engineer. In his petition
The torrential rains began three
points to
Darrow to bribe George N. Lock- noon over the Santa Fe rail- - X
he claims that the Brotherhood of En- can Snuff added twenty-onby
Mail Car Unmolested.
The Taft claims to the Alabama delend
continue
general wood in his hand or his
ago
road. They will leave the city X
As the clash was proceeding a mail egates at large, six in number, as pre- days
pocket. Frank
gineers and Firemen of which he is a yesterday's phenomenal rise.
the island, interrupting te'," lin said his
throughout
at 5:45 o'clock. Owners of au- - X
best recollection was that
car
came
into
member has no legal right to partlci-pa- t
suddenly
Bonds.
sight and rec sented to the committee by the Presi- egraphic communication
the he had
with
tomobiles are asked to provide X
carried the money in his hand.
in the conferences of the brotherBonds were steady. The market ognizing the authority of the govern dent's representatives, wore substan- province of Oriente, the scene of the
Received Money From Defense Fund.
transportation for the older X
ment, those who had stopped the first tially as follows:
hoods which are now going on here.
most serious trouble. The lowlands of
leaders maintained their reactionary car,
The
members of the party at the X
examination was re
Factions Came Together.
suddenly ceased their activities
Pihar del Rio are submerged and sumed by Assistant District
tendency in the later afternoon with ana permitted Doth cars to resume
depot. The Chamber of Com- - X
In August, 1911, Republican factions
Attornej
The
been
done.
has
much damage
LEGISLATIVE POINTERS.
merce has arranged to show X
another general advance in various to- their way.
who
sums
of
into
Ford,
money
coninquired
in Alabama came together in a
are seeking refuge in the received by Franklin from the McNatlfe visitors through the mus- - X
Representative Vargas in his ad- bacco Issues. The market closed
Several Arrested.
vention under suggestion from Presi peasants
towns. Railroad communication is in mara defense, which were not
eum and to give them a lecture X
dress in the House yesterday after heavy. Lowest prices were reached in
A few minutes later, word of the dent Taft to compromise
deposit
on Santa Fe and its surround- - X
noon, did not assail Representative M. the last hour, when news came that strike had reached the vicinity of the differences.
ed in the bank. Franklin said he had
That convention, it was terrupted.
U. S. Marines Sanded.
C. de Baca but Representative Burg, the United States supreme court, had North Station and there two other
Mr
received
never
from
money
ings in the Old Palace. Profes- - X
any
M.
selected
state
claimed,
Long,
Pope
S.
7.
S. G. Morley will illustrate X
Mr. de Baca, however, in reply, asking overruled the commerce court in sev - cars were stopped, windows smashed chairman, superseding J. O. Thomp- U.
sor
November
The
when
Darrow
June
28,
1911,
after
Cuba,
Santiago,
X
his talk by lantern slides.
his arrest occurred, but had received
Representative Vargas certain ques- eral important findings against the in tions relative to the contest cases.
terstate commerce commission,
(Continued on Page 8.)
during December a total of $1,300 from
(Continued from Page Five.)
fUontinued on Page Fiv.)
Senate
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Afternoon.

$3,250;
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The Little Store

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
sfter the big bout on July 4, as he refused to leave the city. Las Vegas

ONE WAY OUT.

of Santa Fe Shows the Optic.
Constipation, if Neglected,
Way.
Bond Fixed at $5,000.
Causes Serious Illness
Only one way 10 cure a bad tack.
The preliminary healing of John
Liniment and plasters may relieve
Constipation, if neglected, leads
Oliveras, charged with the murder of to almost innumerable
complicaIt;
Doroteo Torres, was held at Mountain-- ; tions affecting the general health.
They won't cure it.
air before Justice Fuller. Ralph Eas- Many cases ot
Backache means sick kidneys.
In the
typhoid fever,
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad ley defended the accused.
appendicitis and
pi ogress of the trial, it appeared and
kidneys.
other severe diswas admitted by the defendant that
Santa Fe people back them up.
eases are tracehis real name is Clemente S. Claris,
Read a case of it:
able to prolonged
an
name
the
of
Oliveras
Jesus
being
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa
clogging of the
bowels. Regard-th- e
Fe, X. Mex., says: "About two and a alias. Claris was held to appear in
effects of
half years ago I gave a public state-- ! district court and bond was fixed at
constipation, C.
with $3,000. In default of bail he was
ment telling of my experience
E.
Ayers, 6 Sabin
Pills.
They com-- turned to jail.
Kidney
Montpelier,
St.,
back
pletely rid me of pains in my
Vt, says:
First American Girl at Willard
which had troubled me off and on for
with constipation
Married.
months.
When I stooped or brought
,l and
biliousness for
At the residence of Mr. and Mrs,
a strain on my loins, I suffered more
and at times became so bad I
years,
P.
A.
A.
Rev.
were
P.
various
Willard,
at
Hanna,
there
and
would become unconscious. I have been
fceverely
other difficulties which convinced me Hurst performed the impressive cere-- , found in that condition many times.
MusPhysicians did not seem to be able to
that my trouble came from disordered money which united Lawrence
do me
I would become
good.
I finally used Doan's Kid grove and Sarah Lee Hanna for life as weak andany
kidneys.
for days at a time could do
ney Pills and they brought prompt man and wife, in the presence of about no work. Not long ago I got a box
Miss Ma- - of Dr. Miles' Laxative Tablets, and
I continued taking them and forty friends and relatives.
relief.
after using them found I had never
it was not long before every symptom mie Musgrove, sister of the groom, and tried anything
that acted in sucn a
of trouble had disappeared."
George Hanna, brother of the bride, mild and effective manner.
I believe
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 acted as the best couple. The bride I have at last found the remedy that
case."
suits
my
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hanna
Thousands of people are sufferers
New York, sole agents for the United and claims the distinction of being
from habitual constipation and
the first American girl in Willard.
States.
while possibly realizing something
Remember the name Doan's and
of the danger of this condition, yet
take no other.
Desperate Prisoners to Santa Fe.
neglect too long to employ proper
bea
curative measures until serious illconference yesterday
Following
tween Judge Raynolds in the district ness often results. The advice of
THE GRAND PANJANDRUM.
all physicians is, "keep your bowels
de- court, and Sheriff Jesus Romero, TheI'm a dervish of the ninety-nintclean," and it's good advice.
indictodore
Samuel
and
Goulet,
Lyle,
gree,
Dr. Miles' Laxative Tablets are
ed at the last session of the grand jury sold
Watch me whirl!
all druggists, at 25 cents a
for murder, were today removed from box by
See me twirl!
If not
25 doses.
containing
I'm a monkey on the referendum tree, the Bernalillo county jail and taken to found satisfactory, your money is
the penitentiary in Santa Fe for safe returned.
See me prance!
keeping. Goulet and Lyle were quietly MILES MEDICAL CO., Elkhart, Ind.
Watch me dance!
7
While I'm hanging upside downward taken from the jail this morning and
accompanied to the capital by Under
by my toes
I can balance broken pledges on my Sheriff Dick Lewis and George Walker,
sworn in as a special deputy. Goulet NEW MEXICO WOMAN
nose;
LOSES LEG AT TRINIDAD,
de- shot Policeman Alex Knapp on JanuI'm a dervish of the ninety-nintTrinidad, Colo., June 7. As the re
ary 6th last, the officer dying on Jangree!
uary 15th. Goulet sawed his way out sult of an injury sustained nine years
I'm a statesman of the old Abe Lin- of the county jail early in April, and ago in a runaway, Mrs. E. L. Daven
escaped being recaptured, however, port of Springer, N. M., suffered the
coln strain!
near Moriarty after being at liberty for amputation of her left leg at a local
See me write!
t
hours. Lyle is a negro and hospital. In being hurled from a bug
Hear me cite!
All the knowledge of the wise men shot and killed Ira Carr in a pool room gy, her foot was cut open by a horse's
on North Third street on February 28, hoof. The wound never healed. Until
in my brain!
following a quarrel during a game of a week ago it caused her no trouble,
"ear me preach!
cards. Goulet and Lyle are both des- and last Sunday she was brought here
3ar me screech!
from blood poison. She is
ily book of knowledge on perate prisoners. Albuquerque Her- suffering
ald.
the wife of a prominent business man
;lf,
of Springer.
i. :
1
Prehistoric City in Sierra County.
ruled all others but my- While a pair of small boys less than
',
small of the old Abe Lin-- " 10 years old, George Miller and Ted
'" i ain!
University of Michigan.
Fergusson, were playing about the
X
Ann Arbor.
mesa west of Hillsboro, Sierra county,
Room.
President's
:
out
a
on
metate
dug
they
finely preserved
honesty,
patent first
May 31, 1912.
about two feet long by one across,
;'t you see,
President E. McQueen Gray,
which they brought to town. Later
for me,
University of New Mexico,
would have discovered accompanied by some elder people,
...
9
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
they returned to their find, and it was
My Dear President Gray:
discovered that they had come across
r me squeal
Several weeks ago, while I
some unknown remains of ancient in..e square deal!"
was out of town, a letter from
habitants. The ruins consisted of an
I'm Mosee with a modern decalogue,
you referring to a bulletin on
of a circular
I'm the only man who never slipped a old stone foundation
the
Spanish language in New
some
100
feet
in
circum
building
,
log
Mexico came to this office.
ference, within whose confines a numOh, I got a patent first on honesty.
The bulletin was also received
ber of potsherds were found. These
by the same mail. Both were
sherds were of broken pottery, some
I'm the only Presidential Hercules!
acknowledged by my Secretary.
of which was finely glazed and of
See me work!
I have not until today had time
deep red hue, while others were of
Every quirk!
to read the bulletin carefully.
That the discontented element will gray. Some were engraved with a
I have done so and wish to say
deeply cut conventional line design,
please ;
that I am heartily in accord
while others were striped with fine
See me hump!
with the position that you take
and broad black lines. One archaeoloWatch me jump!
and the plan that you suggest.
I'm Prometheus with the real celes- gist decided that this was probably
There is certainly
an opporonce one of those circular temples
tial fire,
tunity in New Mexico for work
Every villian who disputes me is a that the ancient Aztecs built on mesas
of the kind outlined1 in your pafrom which to worship the sun, and in
liar,
per that would have a very
which were confined the sacred serI'm the only Presidential Hercules!
wide and substantial and lastpents, as numerous old and dried
ing influence.
All 1he sages of the ages rolled in snake skins were found deeply buried
Thanking you for your letunder the rocks.
one,
ter and the bulletin, I remain,
Hear me bawl
Sincerely yours,
"The Recall!"
WHEAT PRICES SOAR WITH
(Signed) H. B. HUTCHINS.
Never dreamed of all the things that
BULLISH CROP REPORTS.
1 have done.
Hear me talk!
Corn, Oats and Provisions Made Gains
Hear me squawk!
and the Tone of the Market
I'm the Oracle of Delphi (not the
Was Firm.
Sphinx)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
Most Miles Per Dollar
And Don Quixote, Mr. Pickwick, Capt.
Chicago, 111., June 7. Wheat rose
Jinks,
today on reports that Kansas rainfall
The most durable rubber,
All the sages of the ages rolled in was of much less
importance than had
the
one!
been supposed on bullish crop advices
New York Sun.
construction, make
from Nebraska, and predictions that
the government report Monday regarding field conditions would show
no improvement over the situation a
month ago. The opening was
(ROUND THE STATE
to
Tires and Rims
higher.
undisputed leaders by right of
to
started to 105
September
iservice accomplishment.
105
a gain of
Confirmed a Hundred.
to
and adHis Grace Archbishop J. B. Pnaval, vanced to 105
Sold By All Dealers
The close was steady with Septemof Santa Fe, administered confirmation
Who Consider Quality
to a class of approximately one hund- ber at 105
and advance of
red children at the Church of Our 1
net.
(gl
Lady of Sorrows, at Willard, Torrance
Corn.
,
Corn offerings were light. July op- NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
County.
ened
to
higher at 74
New Postoffices.
and ascended to 74
EXPRESS LINE.
A new postoffice has been
The close was firm
up at 74
lished at
Chaves county, at 74
for July.
Red 161.
with Roanna V. Robertson as postOats.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
master. John M. Gibson has been
Buying by commission houses sent
appointed postmaster of Ogle; Joseph up oats. July started a shade dearer
D. Allsup, Palomas Springs; and Aus- at 50
and mounted to 51
tin R. Moses, Rock Island.
Provisions.
Increased cost of live hogs made
Johnson Extravagance.
provisions firm. Initial sales ranged
When he spent $5 for four large wa- from 5c off to 2
advance with Septer melons which were imported from tember delivery 18.871-- to 18.90 for
Florida for his especial
delectation, pork; 11.121-- to 11.12
for
Jack Johnson displayed one of the lard and 10.65 to 10.67
for ribs.
characteristics of his race, but when
he expended $6.50 for a safety razor he HARDING OF OHIO WILL
went contrary to the accepted custom
NOMINATE PRESIDENT TAFT.
of the black man ever since razors
Will
were invented.
Las Vegas Optic.
(By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican
Columbus, Ohio, June 7. The name
Indian Workers for Beet Fields.
of President Taft will be presented to
The Xavajo Indian baseball team of the
Chicago convention by Warren G.
the United States Indian school at Alformer lieutenant governor
Harding,
buquerque will disband in Las Vegas of Ohio. Mr.
Harding announced toSunday, and six members of the team day that he had received a letter from
work.
will leave soon after for Rocky Ford,
will
Mr. Taft asking him to name him at
Colo., where they will work during the
Mr.
the
convention.
Harding
Chicago
summer in the beet fields. In addition
to the half dozen ball players who are said he had accepted the commission.
to work in Colorado during vacation
or thirty other boys
Made
time, twenty-fivfrom the Albuquerque school will also
go to the beet fields.
A Resident

I

the Superior

Again Reminds You of

the

Quality and Large Variety of

j

" Soltaire " Goods.

INI

Always the Leader

iif!
Santa Fe. Telephone

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

WE

PURCHASES.

CASH

GO.

WHOLESALE

GIVE

AND

No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

FOOD.

STOCK

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

Willi

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.

Phone 14.

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

R. J. CRICHTON

forty-eigh-

Lumber and Coal Yard

YOUR
IS

THE

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

It

If Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14

Why Import Mineral Water
f

WHEN

:

THE

YOU CAN GET

:

?

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

h

Iola
El Toro

THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS

WHENEVER

MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

,

Delivered to your house.

KAUNE

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
& CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

3

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts

tt

V'ard

Phone, Red

Phone, Red

100

7

Phone, Red

100

100

HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

LIFE, ACCIDENT,

,

AND

:

Wells Fargo

& Co.

Express

TO

Parts of the World.

CAVE
MfiMPV an( mconvenience by Purchasing Wells
5 A V C lllUl lC I Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
IT

Payable
Thromrhout

v'

fAMAHA

MPYIPfl
vmrwi, muuvv

C

and All Foreign
Countries

SENT BY TELEURAPH,

W.

C. LONG,

Santa Fe, N. M.

Agt.,

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

s

LIVERY CO.,

LIVERY

S

REAL ESTATE

.

General Express Forwarders
All

cl2em

FRANK M. JONES,

:

.

Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

strain-resisti-

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,
Or, Phone No. tttd 76

SPECIAL EXCURSION
TO POINTS

FARES

IN

CALIFORNIA, OREGON,
WASHINGTON.
LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

SAN FRANCISCO one
PORTLAND

$67.50

DATES OF SALE

June

way via
or SEATTLE,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19,20.
Aug. 29, 30, 31 ; Sept. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

:

Return limit Aug.
Return limit Oct.

12, 1912

31, 1912.

PRIVILEGES
LIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman

-- nd

Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.

ng

For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

8

Phone Main

139

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

S

SANTA FE, N. M.

8

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
o Doors Below P. Andrews Store,
ttegular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE W EEK $5.00
"Vrenen Noodle Order fOc a dlsn,
Kew York Chop Suey 60c.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
hacks and good
way. Good cover
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
furnished commerc il men to take In
the surrounding tonna. Wire B'.nbude
Station-

8

-

5--

8

8

yam
mm

8

4

Rooms With Bath,

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb.

To Be Completed July

1st, 1912.

UPHOLSTERING

A

Motorcycle without
left at the factory.

JULIUS MURALTER

let him show you what he can do

104Galisteo Street
LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH

BROS.,

2

clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

or

prices and
guarantee his
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

Food for

Hoboes Want to See the Fight.

John Pennington, colored, was ar
rested last night on the charge of vagrancy and this morning when arraigned before Judge D. R. Murray, was
sentenced to 30 days work on the city
chain gang. Six other "boes" were arrested and after spending the night in
the cooler were turned loose with orders to "hit the trail" Pennington
was given a similar opportunity but
evidently wanted to stick around until

Gents' Custom

Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

e

Early Summer

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

Grape-Nut- s
and cream.
"There's a Reason"

101

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for

and Delivered.

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA FE.N.M.

Agts., Santa Fe.

l--

The Tailor

and repairing of your
FURNITURE
It costs but little to renew your
Furniture. See RHOADS and

Phone

reasonable

THE ALBANY HOTEL

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.
a doubt with trouble

estab-Warre-

2

n

J. F. RHOADS

4

c

2

I

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power

New Mexi-

Society Stationery The
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms In society stationery. The new
cards, etc. Orsize correspondence
ders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

Engraved calling cards In the latest forms and styles can be secured
promptly at the New Mexican Printing Company. Let us have your plate.
You will always know where to find
place your order with the New Mexican Printing Company. No order
too small or too large to receive
promtpt attention.

NOTICE.
Proposals will be received by the
of
board of county commissioners
Santa Fe county, New Mexico, for the
construction of a bridge over the Santa Fe river on Agua Fria road within
the city limits of the city of Santa Fe.
Plans and specifications are now on
file in the office of the county clerk.
Bidders will be permitted to submit
plans and specifications of their own
(subject to the approval of the board)
together with their bid. All bids will
be opened on the first day of July, A.
D., 1912, at 2 o'clock p. m. The board
reserves the right to reject any and
bids.
all
Let Him Know It If you are out of
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
a position, you must let the employer Attest:
Chairman.
know it. A want advertisement in the
M. A. ORTIZ, Clerk.
men
in the city
ness and professional
May 31st, 1812.
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special talNew Mexican want ads. always
ent, do not hide it under a bushel. bring results.

lot of second hand
and shatt-ing- ;
pulleys,
belting, hangers,
one 12 horse power end one 2it
horse power Leffel Engine, arst cla.J"
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable ot carrying
75 pounds of steam, pas i upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon goso-lintank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If Interested, address the New Mey.icm Printing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
FOR SALE

A

FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1912.

THE SAOTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.
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We Do What We Advertise
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The Home of Alfred Benjamin's Clothes

ENT1RE ST0CK

For Three Days

of MEN'S and YOUTHS'

CLOTHING

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY of This Week.

Lion Special and Stetson Hats

Earl and Wilson Shirts.

-:- -

JULIUS H. GERDES, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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IN WASHINGTON

achievement.

Climate is Fate.

Silver City, X- M., June 4. 1912.
Editor Santa Fe New Mexican,
Sir:
in your
Recently you published
columns an interview with Dr. E. S.
Bullock, on the subject of tuberculosis
which originally appeared in the Detroit Free Press. In this interview he
was made to say that "There is no
cure for the person who has tuberculosis in the advanced, stage." This
is in direct contradiction to the
splendid results which Dr. Bullock has
obtained in this class of patients, a
class which in the east is practically
barred from institutional treatment,
for 60 per cent of his cases have been
far advanced and he has been able
to get 13 per cent of apparent cures
and 30 per cent of arrests. A comparison with the results of eastern sanatoria will show that this is no mean
-

Dr. Bullock writes me that he was
misquoted in this interview and what
he did say was, "You cannot cirre advanced cases in a bad climate," which
is quite a different statement
from
the one first quoted. In another paper he was quoted as saying, "It costs
$3,000 to cure an incipient case of
tuberculosis in the west." What he
did say was, "The German Government values a life at $5,000."
The
statement had no relation whatever to
the cost of getting well.
I trust you will publish this letter
so that the true facts may be known.
1 am
sending you a brochure on the
treatment of tuberculosis in the west
which will show the superiority of
this country in the treatment of this
disease.
Very truly yours,
CHAS. G. GIVEN,
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9th, proposing an amendment to the
constitution, etc.; referred to steering
committee. June 5th, reported with
recommendation that it be passed.
House Bill N'o. 2(i3, introduced
by
Manzanares May 27th, An Act to
amend section 3 of chapter 119 of the
acts of the 3Sth legislative assembly,
etc.; referred to steering committee.
June 5th, reported with recommendation that it be passed.
House Bill N'o. 287, introduced
by
Campbell, June 4th, An Act to amend
section 4, and to repeal section 10 of
chapter SO of the Session Laws of the
37th legislative assembly, etc.; referred to steering committee.
June 5th,
reported with recommendation that, it
be passed.
Senate Bill N'o. 130, introduced
by
Holt, An Act prescribing commissions
which may be charged by money lenders and loan brokers; referred to committee on judiciary.
May 20th, received from Senate, and referred to
steering committee. June 5th, reported with recommendation
that it be
passed.

E

ACHIEVED

ill

Appropriation for Rio Grande Secured ; Change in Forest
Service; Three Years' Homestead Act; Money for Federal Buildings at Las Vegas and Las Cruces.

In striking contrast to the turbu- you would elect me." (Applause.)
There was a rush to congratulate
lent scenes that had preceded it, the
joint session at five o'clock yester- Senator Fall and the joint session disday afternoon of the State Senate solved, the Senate leaving for the
and House, was an occasion of dig- Senate Chamber. The House adjournnity and decorum. The Senators filed ed to 10 a. m. Friday, having spent
into the House
of Representatives the entire day on the Senatorial matwith the officers of the Senate and ter, leaving the calendar for Friday
took seats reserved for them. Speaker the same as it had been on ThursBaca yielded the gavel, to Lieutenant day.
Governor E. C. de Baca, who called
Senate. Thursday Afternoon.
Chief
the joint session to order.
The Senate proceeded with routine
Clerk Joerns of the Senate read that business
Thursday afternoon as if enportion of Tuesday's Senate Journal tirely oblivious of the excitement up- COMMERCE COURT DECISIONS
ARE REVERSED.
Private Secretary. covering the ballot at which Albert stairs in the House.
B. Fall received the majority of votes
It passed House Bill N'o. 202, the
and was then followed
for
Bench Holds That Interstate
Ias Vegas Laud Grant bill, providing Supreme
of
the
Clerk
Commerce Commission Cannot
Chief
Frank
Staplin
by
of
count
will
Sliriners
IN
his death the
EDWARD CALFEE DIED
should
of
Las
town
the
that
Vegas
of the
Be Interferred With.
ROSWELL THISO MORNINg. not meet in Roswell June 11
as House who read the portion cover- invest in interest bearing New Mexico
House Journal that
Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
(By
afternoon's
havfrom the land
planned, the ceremonial session
ed similar proceedings in the House. securities any surplus
Washington, D. C, June 7 With
Word has been received here of the ing been postponed until June 25.
23 to 0.
The Presiding Officer, Lieutenant grant. The vote was
the declaration that the commerce
N'o.
Bill
House
for
House
Substitute
death in Roswell of Edward Calfee
Governor E. C. de Baca, solemnly and
court was not to substitute itse'f for
You cannot get up to date printing
213, the mine inspection code, was pasfrom
this morning of appendicitis
the interstate commerce commission
distinctly pronounced Albert B. Fall
unless you have
21
material elected
0.
to
United States Senator for the sed
the supreme court of the United
which he has been suffering for some- and faculties. The New Mexican
Senate Kill N'o. 86,
defining the
time. Mr. Calfee has been a real es- Printing Company has both, and ai six year term beginning March 4, duties of the state corporation com- States in decision after decision today
1913, and to succeed himself.
tate man in Roswell and is well the same time
reversed the commerce court and up-mission, was passed.
expert mechanics. 0111'
On motion of Llewellyn, a committee
held the interstates commerce com-- !
known and of prominent family. De- orders are
always assured personal at
House Bill N'o. 53, providing for the
of five consisting of Llewellyn, Vargas,
tails of his death are lacking. On ac tention.
Page; escorted'
L
Chief Justice
Holt, Romero,
Senator Fall to the House and he was
concurred in by the entire court.
bonds
of
on
railroad
Grant
the
county
A titter had
received with applause.
Decisions Reversed.
21 to 0.
been caused by the Senator's appear-cmip- o was passed
The supreme court reversed the
of order that
made
Holt
the
point
nut
nc
his
morion
T.lawllvn
iiiyt
commerce court's
decision
which
is the duty of the Senators to at
for a. committee to 'escort him, and
wuu,u "lve anoweu ranroaos to carry
demanded
that
and
sessions
the
tend
he quickly retreated from the hallway
fuel coal at lower rates than
the sergeant-at-arm- s
bring in
until he was called to the rostrum.
commercial com. tne interstate com- Fvans
'
suuun.
ue
oaca.
Lrieuienant uovernor
memo rnmmiir,n
nnholri
House Kill No. 249, to abolish the
b!- ,
hands with Senator Fall and intro- ,nnr
was
duced him with: "I have the honor coal on, mspeciorsnip
pahs,. over complaints ot shippers denied: by
Senate Bill No. 194. providing for
to present to you the choice of this
m ers.ate commerce commission
assembly to succeed himself on March the eradication of Johnson grass wm,
u
ot
in
tne
wnoie.
committee
taken
up
United
4, as Senator of the
States,
through affirmative
A number of amendments were made the commission
the Hon Albert B Fall."
for relief, also by the supreme
There was another outburst of ap- - by Holt making the bill applicable to 'orders
court.
cent!
ten
where
districts
per
in
said
Fall
'irrigated
Senator
part:
plause.
of the owners or lessees oi tne lanu
Look at the new roofs. Notice how
Address by Senator Fall.
petition the county commissioners to HUNTER SHOT HOLE INTO
feelmy
understand
Peerless Prepared Roofing is covering the buildi"You can well
AEROPLANE WHILE IN FLIGHT.
the sowing of Johnson grass.
prohibit
elected
ings on this occasion. When
And those same Peerless roofs will be just as
ngs hereabouts.
Holt said that unless checked, JohnWire to New Mexican)
before, I told you I would discharge son grass will eventually wipe out the (By Spielal
good and just as sound ten or fifteen years from now as they are
my high duties to the very best of alfalfa fields in the southern part of
Mineola, N. Y., June 7. Some one
And in the meantime the owners won't have to spend
today.
my ability in the interest of the peo- the state. After discussion, Laugh-re- who either mistook a headless biplane
one penny in repair expense. Peerless Prepared Roofing ends all that.
ple of New Mexico. My
and Hinkle moved that a com- for an enormous eagie or tried to
holds up my hands so that I can mittee be named to draft
suitable wreck the airship, shot at the machine
do better work. In the United States
to nnrl Unit MpCnv
and driven by Clinton O. Badley. The maSenate, as you know, a man must have Romero were designated by the chair chine was that of Dr. William W.
served one or two years before he is for that purpose. The committee of the Christmas, of Washington, which was
I
How about your roofs ? Profit by the experience
placed on important committees.
to have started on the first official
whole rose and reported progress.
any-- ,
than
for
work
can
do
better
you
of your neighbors.
The Senate then received the in- aerial mail carrying trip between New
Cover your building, too, with Peerless
one else, for there is a promise to vitation to go in
joint session with York and Washington. Hadley was up
It's durable as a hillside, and when you use Peerless
Roofing.
both myself and Senator Catron that the House and accepted it. After the 700 feet high when his engine "went
can
you
spend elsewhere the money that you ustd to pay for roof
we will soon be placed on more imsession, a number of bills were dead.'' He was forced to take a long
Peerless is worth a dozen ordinary roofs by every test.
repairs.
At the present joint
portant committees.
referred and the Senate adjourned glide to the earth where he found the
Fire or wind or water cold or heat or snow it's all the same
blade broken and a hole in the cylinsession, rue oppuiiuniues ui m mi to 10 a m Friday
to a Peerless roof. It'll keep right on wearing to the day you're
New Mexico were slight, as the Sen-- j
der.
Calendar.
House
Guessing the truth, he opened the
Today-ready to build another structure in place of the one it covers.
ate has been mostly engaged on ap- by cylinder. A flattened bullet lay in it.
House Bill No 126 introduced
in
bills.
Yet,
tariff
propriation and
At least come In and investigate.
You
Roman L. Baca. April 2,!rd An Act to
owe it to your property and your pocket-booAppropriation
the Harbor and Rivers
HOUSEWIVES BEGIN VIOLENT
.
j j in navine niaceo amend section 2:128 of title XXVI,
Rill ' wo ciirr'oonpn
We're ready to talk.
Are you f
WAR ON HIGH PRICES.
or
Laws
of
one
the
Compiled
a provision for a survey ot tne nio chapter
r,.nrf.o tr ho fnllnaorl lntpr hv the JO;", en..,
Leased "Wire to New Mexican)
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
April 30th, reported wltn (By Special
work of straightening the river and judiciary.
New
June 7. Women pledged
York,
to
recommendation that it be returned
protecting the valley lands from in introducer for correction. May 1, re- - to a war on high prices of staple foods
undations.
with started a campaign of violence in
nnrtpd- hv iiiriiciarv committee
I can say also that had it not been rannmmBT.Aaf,nn
Brooklyn today directing their efforts
,hllt it hp rSserl.
s
for Senator Catron and myself, the. Senate Substitute for Senate Bill N'o. against meat shops. There were
scenes when the plate glass doors
Three Years' Homestead Bill' of so n7 introduced by committee on
importance to New Mexico, rtiiarv ' An A t ,.fiElliatine the use of of one shop was shattered while 500
In three
would not have become law. The
nl,hii drinkine- runs or women screame dapproval.
,
,
House refused to concur in the Senate
MlI 13th rAPjVBH frnr.i or four other shops militant houseamendments and the Secretary of the Senate' May" 1Gthi reIerred to corn- - wives attacked customers, knocking
Interior had the Borah Din mocKeo. mittee on state affairs. May 24th, re- from their hands parcels of meat, and
were
in Conference Committee until he was ported majority recommending that it trampling upon it. Dealers
warned against continuing to offer
compelled to withdraw his opposition b )assed
by the threat that his Department
House Bill No. 233, introduced by meat for sale.
would get no appropriations unless he Chaves, May 22d, An Act to extend the
desisted. Senator Catron and I, with provisions of chapter 64, law of 1903, YESTERDAY S PROGRAM AT
UNTIL YOU HAVE SEEN
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.
three other Senators, had determined etc.; referred to committee on judito filibuster to the end of the session ciary. May 27th, reported with recomYesterday the county teachers' inThe Secretary of mendation that it be passed.
stitute met at the high school buildfor this measure.
was
the Interior sought to persuade the
House Bill No. 234. introduced
by ing and the following program
President to veto it but the President Chrisman for judiciary committee, followed:
Sixto Garcia
signed it today. It permits a home- May 22d, An Act to provide a fence i Song
Dr. L. F. Murray
steader to prove up after living seve-- i law for the State of New Mexico, etc.; Adenoids
Mary Lopess
months each, for three years, on his referred to committee on judiciary. Recitation
Josefita Sena
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IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do everything
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

j

j
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SANTA FE WATER SLIGHT CO.

Tie Family Shoe Store

n

WE'RE

a just right

'

theheadof the
hold

HIGH OR LOW CUT,

Bright or Dull Leathers and Tans, conservative models or
the new high or receding toes.
A shoe excellence
hard to duplicate at
the price at other

riot-iou-

DO NOT BUY AN

AUTOMOBILE

36H.P.4

"

48H.P.

"

6

5

"

5

"

$1,250

"

1,500
1,850

ALL FULLY EQUIPPED.
H. F. AUTOMOBILE & GARAGE CO., LAS VEGAS,
STATE AQENTS.

SUB-AGEN-

WANTED.

N.M.

1

stores.

$3.00, $3.50,
$4.00, $4.50
UNO

(

$5.00

WOMEN'S
SHOES
HIGH OR LOW CUT MOD-

The new Hand
Boots and
Handsome Oxfords,
Ties, Pumps, the
ELS.
on

smart Colonials, Slip
pers, etc., etc. Tans,
Suedes.Velvets, Satins and choice White
Shoes in
and Canvas.
Nu-bu- ck

U

m.

-

-

......

-

THE BEST SHOES FOR THE MONEY.

(

j

down

MEN'S SHOES

A. WINDSOR,

30 H. P. 4 Cylinder, 5 Passenger Car,

house-

to the
creeping baby, we've
Footwear for every
requirement.

s

Recitation
May 27th, reported with recommendaMiguel Jaramillo
Story
tion that it be passed.
Miss Francis Lopez
by Piano Solo
House Bill No. 227, introduced
Miss Anita S:lva
Ilewellyn and Moreno, May 20th, An Song
Frank H. H. Roberts
Act appropriating the sum of $8,000 Address
to construct a bridge across the Rio
Grande, etc.; referred to committee on
FRECKLES
state affairs. May 27th, recommitted
re
June 3d,
to steering committee.
ported with recommendation that it be New Drug That Quickly Removes
These Homely Spots.
passed.
House Bill N'o. 154. introduced by. There's no longer the slightest need
Cordova. Anril 30th. An Act to prevent of feeling ashamed of your freckles, t
the sale of animals on shares, without as a new drug, othine double strength
the consent of the owner, etc.; refer-- has been discovered that positively
red to committee on livestock.
May removes these homely spots.
Simply get one ounce of othine
28th. recommitted to steering com-- !
mittee. June 4th, reported with rec- double strength form 2 and apply a
little of it at night, and in the mornommendation that it be passed.
House Bill No. 167, introduced by- ing you will see that even the worst
Cordova, May 7th, An Act providing; freckles have begun to disappear,
for the establishment of a public wag-- j while the lighter ones have vanished
It is seldom that more than
on road between the town of Mora and entirely.
the town of Taos, etc.; referred to an ounce Is needed to completely clear
committee on ways and means. June! the skin and gain a beautiful clear
4th, recommitted to steering commit-- ! complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double
tee. June 4th reported with recom-- !
strength othine as this is sold under
mendation that it be passed.
House Joint Resolution No. 31, in- - guarantee of money back if it fails
troduced by Carter and Smith, May to remove freckles.

a Shoe
with

Shoe for every foot
in the family. From

'

homestead."
"We have secured appropriations
for public buildings at Las Vegas and
Las Cruces and will secure appropriations for other federal buildings in
New Mexico.
"We can assure you an entire change
in the administration of the forest
service in New Mexico and that the
next Congress will turn over the administration of the National Forests
to New Mexico.'' (Long applause.)
That the Senate is sure to pass an
increased homestead bill was asserted
by Senator Fall. It will provide that
in New Mexico and Arizona a homestead shall consist of 640 acres instead of only 160 or 320 acres. In
conclusion Senator Fall said:
"Any Democrat is just as free to
write to me as any Republican, he
will receive just the same courteous
treatment. In my public service, Republicans and Democrats look alike to
me. But I am also grateful to the Republican members who elected me. So
long as I live, I will never forget the
trust put In me. I had not prepared a
speech; 1 didn't know what you were
going to do, I had merely hoped that

Tp

IN
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home -- and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

d

Watch your neighbors

IT
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j

i

'IM'

tSHHM

1

-

I

$2.00,

$2.50, $3.00,
SPLENDID

I

I
I
I

Where
Quality
Meets

Prce

NATURE-SHAP-

E

$3.50,

$4.00

and $4.50

SHOES FOR CHILDREN.

$chn 9flueqer

See
Our
Window
Display
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The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily In the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXI CAN REVIEW,
axes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-Treasure-

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
Buys and sells bonds and
personal and collateral security
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter. at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
.25
Daily, per 'week by carrier....
Weekly, six ironths
75
iaily, per month, by carrier
65 Weekly, rer year
Daily, ner month, bv mail
.......
Weekly, per quarter
.
.7.00
pei
mai.
year, by,;
paJ!y;
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

$3.50
1.00

VALLEY RANCH

day yesterday' in. Santa. Fe..
Among the new arrivals' are- Mr.
Valley Ranch, NVM., June 6; 1912.
Merrill of Las Cnices, and Mr. an'i
.50
A motor party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Bonner of Albuquerque.
Mrs. Trevett and their daughter of
The fishing is proving most excelThe new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to Chicago, and Mr. and Mrs. Miller o lent and some fine catches are being
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation Valley Ranch spent a most enjoyable made with both bate and' flies.
among the intelligent and progressiTe people of the Southwest.

not give all the details
of this investigation, but can briefly
indicate the results. It is positively
known that coincident with improvement in tuberculosis there is a rise of
blood pressure, and this phenomenon
occurs, of course, in any altitude. Dr.
Thayer of Baltimore recorded the
blood pressure in a large number of
consumptives and found it to average
100 mm. of mercury, showing conclusively the influence of tuberculosis in
lowering blood pressure. Granting
that Dr. Thayer's figures are correct,
it becomes clear that continued residence ina hign 'STttttiae tends" to raise
the bloodr,,pressure,-..ai.teth,,jwimary
fall has been recovered from. Among
330 of our patients, the average blood
pressure ,in all classes Ms' 13(J mm. of
we may have stummercury
bled, for aught we know, on one at
least of the specific reasons why high
altitudes are beneficial in tuberculosis. Continued residence in a high altitude causes complicated changes in
the blood itself, as well also as an increase in hemoglobin, but further
studies are required to elucidate
studies.

WHY HIGH ALTITUDE?
The New Mexican Is pleased to publish oil another page from authoritative source the statement that in New
Mexico climate there is hope of recovery even for the person afflicted
with the last stage of consumption. At
the same time, the New Mexican is in
receipt of a brochure by Drs. E. S.
Bullock and C. T. Sands of Silver
of
City, which under the heading
"Twelve Years of Pulmonary Tuberculosis Treatment in the West," gives
iL outline the conclusions of two specialists in the treatment of the dread
disease. The results achieved at Fort
Bayard and Fort Stanton, both almost
the same altitude as Santa Fe, and
having the same climate, except that
the range in temperature is greater,

that

in

winter at times the extreme

minimum is lower and in summer the
extreme maximum is higher than at
Santa Fe, are analyzed and important
facts as to climate and altitude deduced therefrom, facts which prove
that Santa Fe must be the point par
excellence at which to achieve success
with climatic sanatorium treatment.
But to quote the two specialists:
"I might mention that sixty per
cent of all our cases have been far advanced, a class which in the east is
practically barred from institutional
treatment. It is certainly a question
it the time and money spent on these
cases is justified in the
light of actual results obtained under
the most favorable conditions, namely, thirteen per cent of apparent cures
and thirty per cent of arrests, leaving
at least thirty per cent to die within a
comparatively short time, and probably most of the remainder within ten
years. This is an academic and not a
practical question, for when put to it
few will submit to having a money
value placed on their lives. It resolves
itself into this: Cure in tuberculosis
is probable inversely as the square of
the lung tissue involved; the more advanced the case, the greater the necessity of high altitude treatment,
the long the time required to effect a result, and consequently the more money needed
by
the patient, for, where an incipient
may recover in from five to six
months a
patient will require a year or more to make even a
relative recovery. It may be gi anted,
I think, that we are not devoting so
much attention to this matter as an
inducement for the practitioner to
keep tuberculosis people at home unMl
they have become far advanced, although we are free to admit that the
greatest pleasure we have i3 to observe the slow return to health of
some at least of these
hopeless patients. From our point of view
they are quite the most desirable class
of patients; for they see and know the
necessities of the situation and are
more than willing to devote the time
to getting well. It is rarely necessary
to do battle with them to keep them
long enough under treatment to obtain
a substantial result, as we often must
with the incipients.
"Dr. Williams state3, as we'l, tha' of
his consumptive
patients those
Altitudes yielded ihe
V
;,
and, what is
"2lapsos.
iu about 850
cases as follows, treated in high altitudes, eighty three per cent improvej,
as against sixty three per cent in England, which, as will be remembered,
represents about the difference be
tween the Loomis Sanatorium and our
Dr. Williams
own work.
further
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Republican orators can take the
stump this fall, and Republican newspapers can enter the campaign with
plenty of material that will convince
the people that the Republican party
has kept the faith and that the Democrats have betrayed it playing mere
politics.

college or for business, but to prepare
them for manhood. Its chief aim is
the formation of character, the cultivation of sound principles of truth and
honor, and the development of mind
and body. The atmosphere is one of
equality, the environment a continual
reminder that worth and merit, virtue
and integrity, courage and kindred attributes of a noble manhood are the
essentials of success."

j
j

""In no country can the high alt
tude treatment be more effectively
carried out than in the United States
land is
where the tract of
cf vast extent and where altitudes of
from 5,000 to 10,000 feet are available
and being situated in temperate lati
tude, present a great choice of ;:li
mate.' (Within twenty miles of Santa
Fe, altitudes range from $5,000 to 13,- 000 feet.)
"All these facts in regard to the ef
fect of high altitudes in consumption
have Peen confirmed over and over
again; there is hardly anything in
medicine better substantiated. They
have a right to take their
places.
among the established contributionsto our art and science. Let us not bs
.'ned by the loud blasts of the
etof anticlimate, which has been
i
nuously blown the past few
r."d try not to forget what has
.
:
by scholarly workers in
&
rove the place of climate
;
'
..
let
s. In imagination
,s.
:. f ii ' i V es to the Alps, and
,w and ice and among
t the multitude of
t'.i- !!.' ,:tl
which dot the
Kti :'i :'r,r
realize that Eur-;'- e
r.
moiii!:
end climate in
ope bi'H'V
i

'

Whether Taft or Roosevelt or some
dark horse is nominated at Chicago
this month, New Mexico will be found
POLITICIANS VS. FARMERS.
in the Republican column on NovemA condensed
philosophy of high ber 5.
value is contained in an article which
Mr. Benjamin F. Yoakum contributes
The appropriation bill should make
to a recent issue of Leslie's Weekly.
some provision for the publication and
"We have quit the politician," writes distribution of immigration literature.
Mr. Yoakum "and taken up the farmIS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
er." This sounds a primary note in
Much good legislation can be enact- the attitude of the whole country at ed during the closing hours of the
present. People everywhere are "giv- - legislative session.educational matters.
-It remains!
!
ing up the politicians."
If you have not already done so,
for them to take up the farmer, and
di
school
a
of
list
your
please send
the majority of our current ills will l
rectors with the name of the chair--- !
MOULTON-ESP- E
V
vanish.
JI
OFFICIAL NOTES
X
man and clerk checked, at once. We)
Mr. Yoakum gave abundant reasons I
are anxious to complete our list.
faith.
The American farmer
for his
SANTA FE, N. M.
Very truly yours,
GENERAL AGENTS.
is not making the best of his oppor- (Signed) ALVAN N. WHITE,
Treasurer's Receipts,
tunities, as is seen by a survey ofi
State Superintendent of Public
what the farmers are doing in Ger--j The two following sums of money
Instruction.
N.
O.
office
were
in
of
received
the
to
had
soil
has
where
the
many,
be;
over Marron, state treasurer: C. J. Amble,
renewed W scientific processes
TABLE ALL
and over again, but where crops are treasurer of Torrance county, taxes,
them.
still from 40 to 100 per cent more abun- - $1S71.0"; Thomas P. Gable, game and j
AND
LOCAL TRAINS
"I am taking it for granted that, of dant than those in the United States. fish warden, game protection fund,
As for the American farmer, he is $6
course, all understand that proper
The following are the time tables
Will Protect the Fish.
management can not but be vastly also in need of intelligent aiu. 111
of the local railroads:
he needs irrigating
I many localities
In the bill just' passed by the state
more important than any climate.
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
desire to call attention to the fact de plants. In other vast territories he legislature entitled "An Act for the
Leave
been
has
needs
drainage.
Irrigation
rived from the above statistics that
Protection of Game and Fish" it is
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. S The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
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You should, by all means,
advise
your teachers of the meeting of the.
New Mexico Educational Association
at Albuquerque, November 7, 8, and 9,
and urge them to become members oi
and attend their state association
meeting. The Albuquerque meeting
will, without doubt, surpass the splendid meeting held at Santa Fe last year.
The Executive Committee will hold a
meeting at Albuquerque on June loth,
and will be glad to have suggestions
as to programs, sent to Supt. John
Milne, Albuquerque. Kindly do all possible to arouse a wide interest in this
meeting. Arrangements have already
been made for a special speaker, Dr.
Phillips of Denver, who will be with
us during the sessions and will un-- .
doubtedly give us many helpful and
i
inspiring suggestions.
Institute manuals have been sent!
you by the printers. A further supply j
can be forwarded, if needed, by this
department. So far as possible, the j
State Superintendent will visit all institutes and shall be pleased to ad- - j
dress the teachers and citizens, upon
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IN
State Superintendent of Public InThe constant drip of water wears struction Alvan X. White and Mrs.
away the hardest stone,
White will leave the city next Sunday
The constant gnaw of Tovvser masti- for Iloswell, where Mr. White will visit
cates the hardest bone,
the county institute of Chaves county.
of
The constant wooing lover is the one On his return he will visit the instithat wins ,tfi9.tnail,
tutes at Belen, Socorro, Albuquerque,
And the constant advertiser is the one and Bernalillo. The superintendent
LINDHARDT,
who gets the trade.
will address teachers and citizens at
public meetings at each of the places
125 Palace Ave.
Mrs. E. B. McPharlin spent several mentioned,-,;,
days in Santa Fe this week, Moriarty
TAFT DRAWS FIRST BLOOD.
cuts. Chairman Rosewater of NeMessenger.
A. L. Beach, a curio dealer of El
braska, and Committeeman Lowden of
Paso, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday
(Continued rom Page One.)
Illinois, voted for the first time with
and is stopping at the Palace.
t
the
forces. The contest for
Colonel M. M. Padgett returned this son and selected six delegates at large sixteen delegates in Arizona was next
afternoon from a short business trip through the Republican national con taken up by the committee, beginning
to Santa Fe. Las Vegas Optic.
with the four delegates-at-large- .
vention.
Mrs. Charles E. Doll and her mother
Two Conventions.
First Show of Strength.
Mrs. L. Sehormoyer, of Lincoln aveThe vote on the ninth district, the
When the Republican national comnue, left the city this morning for
mittee met in Washington in Decem- - first real test of the day, showed the
iber, 1911, it invalidated any election following fifteen votes for Roosevelt
Mrs. M. Fogarty came down from of delegates that had taken place prior contestants: Knight, California;
Santa Fe on Saturdtiy to spend a week to its meeting. State Chairman Long
Delaware; Borah, Idaho; Low
or ten days at home. Moriarty Mes called anotner convention in Birming- den, Illinois;
Buinham,
Kentucky;
ham March 7, 1912, and the delegates Kellogg, Minnesota; Wight, Louisiana;
senger.
David P. Ward, Sunday school mis- at large were
in conformity Rosewater, Nebraska;
Littauer, for
sionary for the Baptist church, is a with the national committee's official Flanigan, Nevada: Ward, New York:
visitor in the city and a guest at the call. Later Senator Dick claimed, Mr. Capers, South Carolina; Loose Utah;
Montezuma.
Thompson the former chairman, issued Bieber, District of Columbia;
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Tincher and Mrs. u call for a separate convention
Tennes- ai sen, South Dakota;
A. P. Moran went to Santa Fe yester- which the
contesting delegates at largo ste.
were chosen.
day where they will spend the week.
Las Vegas Optic.
EOSTON STREET RAILNo Question of Legality.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, Santa Fe
WAY STRIKE.
.nier uoionei Koosevelt announc- assistant solicitor for Xew Mexico, ltd his candidacy for the Presidency,'
was in Santa Fe yesterday on busi-jh(Continued from Page One.)
said, "Mr. Thompson repudiated
ness. Las Vegas Optic.
the written agreement he had entered
A. A. Fairchild, representative of an into a year ago
pretending that the some of the gearing disabled and sevinsurance company of Trinidad, Colo-- entire proceedings of the convention eral passengers were slightly injured
ratio, arrived in tne city last evening ;hed in Auiriist. 1911 were iiwni
Several arrests were
by flying glass.
and is at the Montezuma.
void, and pretended to call together made at this point.
Mrs. J. R. Skidmore was success- the old state commiftee of which he
More Arrests Made.
fully operated upon this forenoon at had been chairman.
Three members
A crowd coming from the direction
St. Vincent's hospital by Dr. F. F. of the committee out of a total of
of strike headquarters encircled sevtorty-onDoepp and Dr. S. G. Small.
responded to his call.
eral cars on Adams Square about 6
in
came
this
Judge David J. Leahy
Little Ground for Contest.
and more violence ensued.
afternoon from Santa Fe where he
"The Taft delegates at large were o'clock,
Two arrests were made here. One of
had been for the past two days on elected by a state convention
those taken in custody was charged
business.
Las Vegas Optic.
by the new state committee of
W. C. Reid, a former attorney gen- which Pope M. Long is chairman. with assault on a policeman and the
other was charged with inciting a riot.
eral, arrived in the capital from his There can be no question about, the A dozen men
rushed down into the
home in Roswell yesterday afternoon legality of their election.''
Cambridge subway as the first car was
and is registered at the Palace.
In the ;first congressional
district
Mrs. G., S. Low and Mrs. Water- cases the Taft attorneys declared the about to start and tried to persuade
man left this morning on the Califor- organization established by the Repub- the train hands to join them. They
nia limited for Santa Fe where they lican convention in Alabama had been were unsuccessful, but held up the
will spend a short time. Las Vegas ignored and that a separate convention starting of the trains for nearly half
an hour. About the same time four of
to elect Roosevelt delegates had been
Optic.
viaduct cars
Miss Mildred Fox is in the city en called by J. O. Thompson and X. L. the new
route from her home in Albuquerque Steele, who occupy no official relation were so badly smashed that the traffic
to Hodges wnere sne will be tne guest tc either the state or congressional between Cambridge and Boston was
completely blocked for several hours.
of Miss Katherine Drake. She is a committees
The outbreak in Charlestown was al
guest at the Montezuma.
I
Irregular Convention.
most as severe, while similar occurMrs. W. R. Brown, wife of the trav-- ,
n the second district it was claira-elinrences took place in Everett and
and
passenger agent ofjed the regular organization also was
freight
me santa f e ranroau witn neaaquar- - ignored and the Taft forces further
ters at El Paso, joined her husband charged that the Roosevelt convenMilitia Ordered Out,
yesterday at the Palace hotel.
tion had been held outside the bounHartford, Conn., June 7 It is offJohn L. Zimmerman, the civil engin- daries of the second
congressional dis- icially reported here that Company I,
eer formerly of this city and a candi- trict without the issuing
of notices or second regiment, Connecticut National
for
state
the
date
engineer, arrived in
the holding of comity conventions.
Guard, has been ordered into strike
ft capital from his home in Las Vegas
service at Middletown and that Troop
"Rump" Committees.
last evening and is a guest at the Mon
In the fifth and ninth
the A of Xew Haven also is to be sent to
districts,
tezuma.
Taft adherents, charged the Roosevelt the scene of the trouble.
Postmaster Julius Meyer, Jr., and forces with working
Militia Assemble.
through "rump"
Charles Meyer, sons of Sheriff Julius or bolting
Xew Haven, Conn., June 7. Orders
committees, and in the sixth
Meyer of Torrance county, arrived in district it was claimed
eight men had were issued today for troop A, cavalry
the city yesterday afternoon from selected the district
at Bir- of this city to assemble for service
delegates
their home in Estancia and are guests mingham.
at Middletown. Men of Company B,
at the Coronado.
Briefs for the Roosevelt side were second infantry, are being called to
F.
E. Wood left today for made
Attorney
available for the
the armory in readiness for service if
Santa Fe, where he will explain to the cases were called press onlvcomas orders
are received.
the
up
by
members of the legislature certain pro- mittee. Another
attempt was ma'de at
visions of the drainage law, now pend- the
beginning of the session bv the
ing, the passage of which is much de- Roosevelt forces to procure a
commit
tee roll call by the request of eight
members. Senator Borah renewed the
Closing Quotations.
fight to strike out the requirement of
Xew York, June 7. Gall money 2
twenty votes for a roll call.
3: Prime
Silver
paper 3
Thirty-nin- e
to Thirteen for Taft.
60
Mexican dollars 4S; Copper 16.-- i
uoran
s
nenaior
motion was tabled
Tin 47.5047.75; l,ead 4.20 j
Dy a viva voce vote.
This result crys 50&17.25;
80
Sugar!
tallized the impression that the thirty-nin- 64.30; Amalgamated
Atchison 107
Great Xortn-eto thirteen votes of yesterdav 130
134; Xew York Central 119
really represents the relative Taft and
Xorthern Pacific 129; Reading 1713-4- ;
anti-Tastrength in the committee.
Union PacifThe members from South Dakota and Southern Pacific 1101-2- ;
Steel 701-8- ;
Steel, pfd.
Wisconsin generally are accredited to ic 170
Ill
the LaFollette interest.
Lead and Spelter.
Taft Gets Entire Delegation.
St. Louis, Mo., June 7. Lead firm
Southeast of Plaza.
The
entire Alabama delegation.
4.15; Spelter firm 6.75fi6.S5.
iweiuy-iou- r
votes, is now credited to
Grain and Provisions.
the Taft column of delegates for the
Chicago, 111., June 7. Wheat, July
Republican national convention. The 110
106; Corn, July
Sept. 105
KAUNE
H.
GO. committee decided against
all
the 74
73(?i,l-8- ;
Sept.
Oats, July 511-Roosevelt contests from that state.
Sept. 317-8- ;
Pork, July 18.65;
The Taft men won the Alabama sec Lard, July 10.90; Ribs,
July 10.4510.-4fifth
and sixth district delegaond,
"
tions in rapid succession. In the fifth
for
Wool.
the contest was decided in favor of the
St. Louis Mo. June 7 Wool steady;
Taft men without a roil call. In the
and western mediums, 16(?i
sixth the Roosevelt contesting dele territory
USE
fine mediums, 1517; fine, 10(3)
ISc;
gates did not appear.
15.
Entire Alabama delegation to
Kansas City.
convention was awarded to
Kansas City , June 7. Cattle Rethe
President.
AND VOIR BREAD TROUBLES
ceipts, 600, including 100 Southerns.
Colonel Will Not Bolt.
Market strong. Xative steers, $6.25
ARE OVER.
New York, X. Y., June 7. "If they 9
Southern steers, $4.80 8.25;
25;
act
occathere
be
will
no
honestly
Southern cows and heifers, $3'50
Flour quality varies acsion for any one to bolt," said Colonel KnOnntivp pfitt-- sinrl hoifpra ' !! (Iflff?)
cording to wheat quality.
Roosevelt today on the report from!g5o:
$4;30
gtockerg and feeders
Poor wheat mean.6 poor
Chicago that an attempt would be - ft0.
,- - nn(fi)
nnffi fi ,v.a
flour, poor flour means
made to bind all the de'egates to the
western
8.50;
'steers,
$6.009.00;
poor bread. The gluten
Republican national convention to sup-in hard wheat is the eleme
me
nominee
ui
pun
convention,
Market
6,000.
Hogs Receipts,
ment that makes the
whoever he may be. In regard to an- 'strong. Bulk
of sales, $7.3517.60;
bread raise. Hard wheat
other report from Chicago to the efpackers and butchis rich in gluten that's
fect that Colonel Roosevelt
would .heavy, $7.557.65;
ers, $7.407.60; lights, $7.157.45;
The
more
hard.
leave
it's
next
for
that
the
Tuesday,
why
city
$0.00' 8.00.
colonel repeated his statement that he pigs,
gluten the wheat conMarket
3,000
Sheep Receipts,
had not decided whether he would go.
tains the less flour you
Muttons, $4.005.75; lambs,
steady.
Two More Districts for Taft.
have to use that's why
$6.508.85; range wethers, and yearlChicago, 111., June 7. The Republithe use of BOSS PATENT
can National committee seated the ings, $4.506.00; range ewes, $3.0t)
FLOUR means real econTexas goats, $3.003.40.
Taft delegates in the first and second ,4.75;
and
results
omy, better
Chicago
Roosbut
Alabama
the
gave
districts,
better treatment of your
Chicago III June 7. Cattle, 3,000.
in
second
the
evelt
the
right!
delegates
Market steady to a shade higher.
digestive organs. :: ::
to go before the convention. The vote
and
Beeves, $5.9(l9.30; gtockers
in both cases.
Fresh Oysters,: Fish, Poultry, was unanimous
feeders, $4.20 6.80; cows and heifAlabama Case First.
The Alabama contest over the dele- ers, $2.80(58.00; calves, $5.509.00
Market
Grapes, Oranges,
16,000.
Hogs Receipts,
gation at large was the first taken up slow.
Light, 7:15(57.60; mixed, $7.15
by the Republican national committee.
7.60;. heavy, $7.15'7.65;
rough,
lOn motion of Senator Penrose
the
case of Arizona was passed over by $7.157.35; pigs, $5.257.00; bulk of
national
DAILY the Republican
VEGETABLES
committee, sales, $7.457.60.
FRESH
Market
7,000.
Sheep Receipts,
until a later day.
In the first Alabama district case, slow. Xative, 3.50western, $3.
the Roosevelt side waived argument, 5.50; yearlings, $5.007.00; lambs,(
futile after the decision on the dele- native, $4.75G.25.
KAUNE
CO. as
Cotton.
gates at large. Taft won the delegaNew York, June 7. Cotton snot
tion by unanimous decision.
closed steady. Middling uplands
Conceded Roll Call.
The Taft men conceded the roll call
middling gulf 11.90. Sales 1500
upon demand of the Roosevelt adher-- bales--
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Furnishing in the City and make a Speciality on
MADE TO ORDER SKIRTS and SUITS,

this month

MRS. W.

STEPHENS, Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

Pt op.

SPECIAL ATTENTION

MILLINERY

Bnsiness

Your Patronage Solicited
LAUGHLIN, President .
W. E. GRIFFIN
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and a guarantee goes with every Garment.

JULIUS H. GERDES,

anti-Taf-

J

Established

1856.

1903

Incorporated

LADIES' UNDERWEAR
NEW STOCK FINE ASSORTMENT.

Skirts, Drawers, Corset Covers and

;

Combination Suits. New Stock
SEE OUR NEW LINE OF

.

WARNER'S CORSETS

AND

THOMPSON'S

Special
Sale on
Ready

AMI

Made

FOR SUMMER WEAR.

Is There Another in the City Like It

POROS-KNI-

T

Separate Garments and Union Suits

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY,
P.

O. Box, 219.

:

Phone 36.

:

&&&r&e&&&&&&&?ij'&

INSURANCE
ESTATE

SURETY BONUS

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have everyInvestments.
thing in the line of First-Class

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Francisco St.,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone,

-

ABSOLUTELY

Red.

Window Curtains, Screens and Portieres.
THE AKERS WAGNER

FIRE

M1 'J

:.

4

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
'

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.
BY FIRST MAIL.

WORK RETURNED

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
11

m

m

m

Just Received, a

u

v

New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

B.TONNIES,
FIRST-CLAS-

I

For Hire at Popular Prices
lUKKIU'i rJAU

1

'204W.Palace Ave.

HACK SERVICE

S

UNE

:::

Jhon

Buggies and Saddle Horses.
THEODORE CORRICl. Proo f

Slack 9.'

w."

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas, Pansies,
White and Purple Iris,
Columbines and Clove Pinks.
JAMES

C. McCONVERY,
::::

Phone. Black 204.

415

Palace Avenue.

S.

1.

MUGLER.

8

8

8

jf

I

Percolators,
Chafing Dishes,
Tea Kettles.
Steak Planks,
Round and Oval Trays,
s

The Finest Line in Santa Fe.
Reliable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

San Francisco

Street

Boss Patent Flour

s

-

I

ha

T-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

3oal

Wood

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot-

j

Low & High Top Shoes

Inspect Them.

Insuring Today Avoids Re
gretting

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

NEXT

1

"trSSHnnmil
fit .TJl

CO.

FIRE

INSURANCE

To-morro-

4

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

SEND THEM TO

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

FURNITURE

INSURANCE

FOR THE

MISS

When Your Glasses Break
-

THE LATEST AND IT IS A BEAUTY.

TWO WEEKS

I JO

Next Door to Postoffice,

,.

'A

FURNITURE

MARKET REPORT

-

MIL LINERY6ARGAINS

66-6-

!

The New Golden Oak

j

License Numbers,

WE HAVE THE GOODS

?

duly-calle-

25c up

t

K
V.

xxxxxsxxxxxsxxxxisxxxxxxxxxxxxxxs

d

10c up

BOYS'

AND

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST LINE

THE CITY AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Did You See That GOWN in the Window ?
IN

e

MEN'S

Dresses, Skirts
and Waists

;

Ladles' Summer Underwear
Seperate Garments
and 5u its from

'

s s XXXXXXXXXXXXXXrfS

X X

Ther-Monda-

e

AND BRASSIERES

Sk

,

it

8

Wher Prices are Lowest
tor saic vuauiy.

11.-6-

PBINTING
Local Agents far

SlcWrnicke

If

j "Elastic" Bookcase

Grape Fruit, Apples.

H.. S.

nNEW MEXIUaN

B

vk
1

Desk Unit with few or
minyBook JJniU tsdasiitd.

A

Wvc We want toiJaowyou
its advantages aod possi-bilities. C; 11, write ot phone

CO.

lSffSS

pg
fewl
"lr"

'''

"""vintr

I

1
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Sensible Women Know
Foundation of Health

MM

ol. Louis Rocky

Company

Railway

ters, etc., which are entirely too violent.
Women should see to it that they
have at least one movement of the
bowels each day, and when showing
should
any tendency to constipation
take Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin in
A brief
the small dose prescribed.
use of it will so train the stomach
and bowel muscles so that all forms of
medicine can be dispensed with. These
opinions are voiced by thousands of
women, after personal experience,
among them Alta M. Lilly, Redwine,
Calif., and Mary A. Beebe, St. Thomas,
Nevada.
Anyone wish'ng to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a drupel t at fifty cents
0 one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can hav a sample bottle sent to
the home free of charge by simply ad405
dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
Washington St., Monticello, 111. Your
name and address on a postal card
will do.

As health talks to women become
more general, both in the newspapers
and on the platform, the mass of womIn ftejt Anril iSth. 1912.
(Read Up)
en are beginning to realize what the
STATIONS
(3) li MUtia
2)11 (1)1
more cultivated have always known,
(1)2 (2)12 (3)16
P m
am
ax
in
p m
a
pm
that good health cannot be found in
9 id
.
0
Lv.. Dea Moines, N. M...Ar
g qq
of
a powder box.
The externals
40
4
Huuialdo
g so
10 05'
.
11
Ueiiuiau
g 30
be obtained in that way,
health
may
10 20
16
g
is
Capulln
10 35
i
20
but the basis of health lies deeper,
g 05
Vigil
10 50
25
Thompson
745
'
and yet is just as easily obtained.
2D
00
II
,
Meloche
7
II 10
31
7 25
Cunningham
The most important thing that a
11 36
42
Olltlon Houao
6 50
'
12 05
..
49
s 30
woman can do for herself, and about
Lv
Ar ... Knton, N. M
110
45
Ar
0
i.v .. .Katou, N.M
which she is often most neglectful, is
38
....
7
9
';:?ton House
I I
48"
9 07 TTTTT
TTTT? to watch the condition of her stomach
Sfleb.on
8 06
8 50
56
and bowels. The weary eyes, the bad
Koeblw Juncltou......
tW
(.2 35
8 20
:Oolfax
the
breath, the frequent headaches,
3 03
76
8 02
(,'errososo
3 2a
82
7 46 .
Lv
Ar
Cimarron
pimples, the general air of lassitude is
3 30
5 00
LV
Ar
Cimarron
am
nine times out of ten the result of con3 8
86
4 52
Nasb
3
4 43
83
Hnrlan
stipation or indigestion, or both. Many
5
4
94
Uts Park. N. M...Lv
25
Ar
simple remedies can be obtained, but
pm
the best in the estimation of most
women is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
It is mild, pleasant to the taste and
S
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily exactly suited to her needs. It is far
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bag superior to salts, cathartic pil:s, wa
gage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; ar- lives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
(1) Daily.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.

GENERAL

NEW MEXICO- -

OFFICES-RAT- ON
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.

Quarter of a Century Ago.

(From Santa

re

rhubard have been snipped from Santa Fe gardens to Albuquerque.
John H. Knaebel has set out a thousand fruit trees at his beautiful place
cn the heights overlooking Santa Fe.
New bridges and street crossings

Daily New Mexican

of June S, 1S87.)

SUMMER TOURIST

The efforts of the Democrats to split
the Republican party by an appeal to
the Mugwumps or
Reformers,
will not avail. It is written in the
stars that a Republican president will are
being put in by the county
succeed Grover Cleveland. The peomissioners.
ple of the United States are too senPermanent improvements are
sible to make the same mistake twice.!
James G. Blaine and family sailed order of the day in the capital.

RATES

TO
All Stations

East and West

FROM
Stations on the Denver

& Rio

Grande

com-

the
Let

her boom!
for Europe today.
Several new parks are to be estabGeneral E. L. Bartlett, this morning!
took a horseback ride to the Valley lished in Santa Fe and 25 years from
Ranch on the Upper Pecos ijud return- now the city will be glad at the foreed in time for supper, covering sixty sight and forethought of the present
miles on horseback.
generation in providing these breathAn effort is to be made to stamp out ing places. The entire Cienega
adhe white slave trade all over the joining the court house is to be made
a superb public park, Messrs. Spiegel-berUnited States.
Fourteen carpenters are at work at
having agreed to set it aside for
the courthouse and the big court room that purpose. The Ramona school
is to be the finest in New Mexico. A grove, the park in the Irvine addition
feature of their work is the ceiling and the new park to be located half
which is of yellow pine absolutely way between the Indian school and the
free from all blemish laid in diagonals Santa Fe river where also baseball
and finished in cherry. The material grounds and a driving park will be escomes from the Pecos Valley mills. tablished, will be connected
by a
The Masons have decided to erect a wide, shady boulevard which is to run
$10,000 two story brick Masonic tem- up and down the river on both sides
and around the entire town also folple on the Plaza.
Captain John Gray has purchased a lowing the Aeequia Madre.
half interest in the Van Arsdale livery-stablBert Chapman today caught a trout
and is making many improve- weighing one pound and five ounces in
ments.
the Santa Fe canon, four miles from
The
Citizen rises town. The catches of trout in the
Albuquerque
to remark: "The Santa Fe New Mexi- - Santa Fe this spring have been unusu
can is 25 years old, and indulges in aj ally large. Mr. Chapman during the
little personal review, which is justi-- day caught 35 other trout, all 8 to 12
fiable.
The paper is the pioneer of! inches. H. S. Clancy caught 4!!, and
progress in the territory and deserves Mr. Whitney caught 23, all the same
a prosperous career.
It has friends day. Only the ordinary angle worm is
all over the Southwest who are glad being used for bait and nobody has
to witness its prosperity.
It upholds yet used a fly this season. The best
the banner of Republicanism even un- place for fishing is the Ewing ranch.
der a Democratic regime."
Three prisoners broke out of the
Another rain storm is promised for Albuquerque jail last night, Jose Manthis afternoon.
uel Gonzales, Joseph Merrit and Geo.
In the past ten days 1200 pounds of Brown.
I

IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

e

For inforiration as to rates, reservations
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

i

1

i

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of

15

th Southwest"

Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
Academic course, preparmn for college or business
Ufa. Great amount ot open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School ia the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vull
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Cay, but little rain or snow during ths
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
I) graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Id all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated
Through
ing young

Superintendent

SUMMER

TOURIST
RATES
EAST
SANTA FE, N. M.,
T- O-

Chicago,

$50.35

New York,

$76.35

St. Louis,

$44.35

St. Paul,
$50.25

Denver,

Colo. Springs,

$21.10

$18.15

Buffalo.

$69.35
Pueblo,

$16.85

Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale
Daily until
September 30th, 1912. Return limit, October 3 1. Except
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
is 60 days from date of sale.
For further particulars, time tables and literature call on or address
any Santa Fe Agent.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N. M.

Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Are You a Seller? An advertisethe paper 'hat boosts all ment in the classified columns of the
of the time and works for the up- New Mexican will put your real esbuilding cf our new State.
tate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
All legal blanks
prepared according the eyes of all possible buyers.
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
SU'.te
form, for sa'e by the Not
New Mexican want aas
always
Mi xlcan Printing Company.
brings results.

The teachers of the Santa Fe public schools are taking a rest after a
year of hard work. Some have already
hied themselves to their native heaths
or to places of real or alleged recreation. A few will attend
institutes
either as teachers or students.
Miss Clara Palm has returned to
her home in Austin, Texas, where she
will spend the summer with relatives
and friends.
Miss Marie ureen departed
last
Monday for her home in Mason, Illinois where she will while away the
long summer days.
Miss Ada Harvey will spend the
summer in Santa Fe and on the Pecos,
where she plans an extensive camping
trip.
Miss Francis Abbott will be the
guest of her brother Judge E. C. Abbott here and will be with her father
in the El Rito De Los Frijoles canon
where he has a home among the cliff
dwellings.
Miss Maud Hancock is teaching in
the institute here after which she will
return to her ranch near Estanria.
Miss Hancock is a genuine farmer,
too.
Miss Iva Ashton is conducting a
summer school in Santa Fe and will
leave for Boone, Iowa, sometime in
July for a rest. Santa Fe is going to
lose Miss Ashton, but congratuates
Roswell on its acquisition.
Miss Alberta Smith is taking a
course in the Santa Fe Business College, a brand new, bit rapidly growing institution.
Miss Elsie Barton, one of the newly
selected school "marms" is spending
the summer at her home in Aberdeen,
South Dakota. She taught school last
winter at Iroquois in the same state.
Miss Elsie C. Staley left the city
over a week ago for her home in Oklahoma City. On her way home she
spent a few days with friends in
Dodge Cily.
Miss Mary Sena will spend the vacation months in the city. Santa Fe
is plenty good enough for anybody,
the head of the Spanish department

thinks.

Miss Lucy Grygla, ot the art department, will be true to her vocation and
spend the summer in picturesque Santa Fe, where there is plenty of local
color.
Miss Marion Bishop, of the music
department, will spend the summer in
Santa Fe. Why anyone should wish
to spend a week from the delightful
city of the Holy Faith is more than
Miss Bishop can figure out.
Miss Stella Hutson leaves the city
in a few days for her home in Benton,
Illinois.
Miss Louisa Schnepple will be in
the city this summer according to her
present plans. Of course Miss Schnepple lives here and thinks there is no
climate that equa's that of the Ancient
City.
Miss Minnie Laws will spend the
vacation months in Mcintosh, a city
famed for many things other than ex-

tent.

Miss Helen Harrison, the latest
cruit to the teaching staff, will be

re-

off

every woman, single or married ought to know. Sent fret
on receipt of 31 stamps to pay for wrapping and mailing only.

Speed Limit.
At a meeting he-- u last night the
town council of the West side passed
an ordinance
fixing the maximum
speed for automobiles in the town limits at ten miles an hour. All cars are
required to carry lamps which are to
be lighted at dusk. They are required
too, to carry gongs or horns to give
warning of their approach. The annual license fee is fixed at $5. Las
Vegasi Optic.

BECOME

LAWS

10 DAIE

Governor McDonald has to date
vetoed only one legislative measure,
the bill making appropriations for the
slate corporation commission.
He has signed the following bills to

address:

Many of Them Are Visiting Their For
mer Homes or Have Gone to
Seashore or Mountains.

lating and correcting the local disorders which are generally responsible for the
above distressing symptoms.
I suffered greatly for a number of years and for the past three

.1

COL. J AS. W. WILLSON,

SANTA FE TEACHERS
ARE ON A VACATION.

for Berkeley, California, in a week or
two where she will attend the summer
session of the normal department of
Miss
the University of California.
Harrison is business all the way
through.
Miss Ora Wade, sad to tell, will be
with us no more, a young Lochinvar
having come out of the West (British
Columbia, and claimed here. She is
now at her home in Wilson, Kansas,
but expects to depart as a June bride
for Canada some time during the
month mentioned.
Superintendent J. A. Wood, has given up his work, much to the regret of
students and citizens of Santa Fe.
Everyone will be glad to learn, however, that he is not to leave the city,
having planned to associate himself
with Professor Walter Norton of the
Santa Fe Business College. His daughter, Miss Laura Wood, is now a student of that institution.
Scissors to Grind.
If the scissors grinder man failed
to come it is doubtful if we would
know summer had actually arrived.
A few days ago his plaintive note almost a tune in itself was heard and
Alvino Quevedo of Sinaloa, Mexico,
came into town pushing
his queer
erindsfone on whee's before him. This
Is about the tenth annual visit of the
picturesque character, according to
the man about town. He goes from
eastern Texas to the Pacific coast
and well down iuto old Mexico. The
dust of many a country road has tarnished the bright red of his grindstone
frame and the brown of his corduroy
coat is gray with stains of travel, but
each year he turns up with a smiling
face and a whistle that sounds like
nothing so much as a widow bird's
note.
W. C. T. U. at Espanola.
The ladies of Espanola organized a
W. C. T. IT. last Sunday with the following officers: Mrs. M. Thompson,
president; Mrs. F. D. True, vice president; Mrs. C. F. Lucas, corresponding secretary; Mrs. L. F. Nohl, recordAdelaide
ing secretary; and Mrs.
Wright, treasurer Mrs. S. S. McBride
was appointed superintendent of evangelistic work and Mrs. M. E. Stafford,
superintendent of publicity. The meeting is reported to have been a most
enthusiastic one. Mrs. True gave $25
for forwarding the propaganda.

BILLS THAT HAVE

Department.

FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1912.

punish the depositing of filth near
dwelling or on public highways.
Senate Bill No. 3S, fixing the time
for holding court In the Second Judicial District.
Senate Bill No. 28, fixing the time
date:
for holding court in the Fourth Judi10
No.
House Bi'l
defining perjury cial
District.
and
before a legislative committee
Senate Bill No. 78, fixing the time
pioviding for punishment of perjury.
disHouse Bill No. 29, making appropri- holding court in the fifth judicial
trict.
ations for legislative expense.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill No.
Senate Bill No. 31, providing for the 40, fixing the time for holding court in
inprinting and distribution of bills
the sixth judicial district.
troduced in the legislature.
Senate Bill No. 2, fixing the time
Senate Bill No. 112, appropriating for holding court in the Eighth Judi$12,500 for legislative printing and cial District.
The following bills have become
supplies.
House Bill No. 9, providing for the law by limitation:
Senate Substitute for House Bill
inspection of bees, the appointment of
bee inspectors and the eradication of No. 6, fixing the time for holding
court in the Third Judicial District.
bee diseases.
House Bill No. 112, to empower disSenate Bill No. 32, providing for the
trict judges to adjudicate disputes transfer of funds to the legislative
over townsites owned by probate or expense fund.
Senate Bill No. 27, to pay the discounty judges.
House Bill No. 123, to enable school trict judge and the district clerk of
districts to borrow money for school the Seventh Judicial District for the
months not covered in the last apequipment and buildings.
House Bill No. 15 to give employes propriation bi'l.
House Bill No. 65, making October
two hours for voting.
House Bill No. 41, providing for the 12, Columbus Day, a legal holiday.
Senate Bill No. Ill, an act defining
refunding of the state and county indebtedness, including the railroad the effect of repealing clause.
bond indebtedness of Santa Fe and
Senate Bill No. 138, to punish tam
Grant counties.
pering with electric power lines and
Senate Bill No. 81, to prohibit and jthe theft of electric current, etc.

HAPPY THO' MARRIED?
There are
married
but a

lives,
large percentage of these unhappy
illness of the wife, mother or daughter.
The feelings of
the pale and wrinkled face, hollow
nervousness, the befogged mind, the
and circled eyes, result most often from those disorders peculiar to women. For
the woman to be happy and good-lookin- g
she must naturally have good health,
Dragging-dow- n
or constantly returning pains and
feelings, hysteria,
aches are too great a drain upon a woman's vitality and strength. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription restores weak and sick women to sound health by reguhomes

unhappy

are due to the

to me," writes Mrs. B. F. Dick-ove- r,
years was so bad that life was a n;ir-of Utica, Ohio, Route 4. " The doctors told me I would have to
fro to a hospital before I would ever be better. A year airo this winter
and spring I was worse than ever before. At each period I suffered like
I am the mother of six children. I was so bad for
one in torment,
five months that I knew something must be done, so I wrote to Dr. R. V.
Pierce, telling him as nearly as 1 could how 1 suffered. He outlined a
course of treatment which I followed to the letter. I took two bottles
of ' Favorite Prescription ' and one of ' Golden Medical Discovery ' and a
fifty-cebottle of Smart-Weeand have never suffered much since.
I wish I could tell every suffering woman the world over what a boon
Dr. Pierce's medicines are. There is no use wasting time and money
doctoring with anything else or any one else."
The Medical Adviser by R. V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo,
N. Y., answers hosts of delicate questions about which

Mexican,

Mas. Dickove.

Clergyman's Son
Cured ol TuteoLosis

PROFESSIONAL

Consumption is a
disease and
the sufferer is titled tiattering
with bright hopes of
Cull it bv its owu amid
Improvement.
name and then take Kckman's Alterative, htcause it is efteviive in TuberNo one need doubt about
culosis.
is plenty of evidence from live
Investigate the following:
Aiuenia, N. Y.
"Gentlemen: Prior to Feb.. lltOS, I was
located in Unchester, N.
,
sun"ring
with Ladrinpe.
which developed
into
Tuberculosis. My physieinn gave me one
month to live. 1 was having terrible
mid-dachills and losnight sweats and
ing flesh rapidly,
having gone from 155
to 135 lbs. 1 coughed and raised continually and became so weak that walking
a few feet exhausted me, On my return
home, my regular physician gave me little encouragement.
My fathwr, who is a
heard of Fckman's
Alteraclergyman,
tive and induced me to take it.
The
night sweats and chills disappeared, my
cough became easier and gradually diminished and hi a few flays i developed
an appetite, the first in months. 1 am
now in perfect hraith, back to 155 lbs.
I feel certain that I owe my life to
Alterative."
K. II. COWLFS.
(Signed)
I cannot find words to
"(lentlemen:
express my appreciation of what your
remedy has done for my son. It changed
despair into hope within two weeks after he began taking it. and without any
doubt in my mind, it saved his life.
"I wish to add my endorsement to
every word of his testimonial."
ItEV. .1. J. COWLES.
(Signed)
Pastor Presbyterian Church.
Eckman's Alterative is effective in Bronchitis. Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Ioes not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured cases and write to Eckman
Laboratory. Philadelphia. Pa., for more evidence. For gale by ail leading druggists and
jy Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.

I

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney art Counselor at Law.
itooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, Firs
17-1- 8

Judicial District

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attornsy-st-Law-

Santa Fe,

-

.

-

-

New Mexico.

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ut
the State.
Las Cruces,

-

-

New Mexico.

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counuella. at Law.
Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD,

State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
Las Vegas

New Mexico.

HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law-

IMMENSE CROWDS ARE
EXPECTED AT LAS VEGAS.

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Close to Forty Thousand Dollars Have
Been Taken in Already on
Tickets.

EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,

(H. W. Lanigan.)
Las Vegas, N. M., June 8. Promoter
Charley O'Malley and Treasurer Mar;c
Lewis of the world's championship encounter July 4 between Jack Johnson,
champion, and Jim Flynn, challenger,
are confident that the "house" is goand
ing to eclipse the one Johnson
Jim Jeffries drew in Reno July 4, 1910
The ticket sale has been on exactly
a week and Treasurer Lewis has already banked close on to ?40,000. Business gets better every day and today's
receipts were the best yet. John O.
Talbott wrote from Denver enclosing
a check way up in the four figures in
settlement for his first block of tickets.
"Orders are coming in so fast," stated
Talbott, "that I am planning to run
my first special in two sections and
may be forced to engage a third train.
Where originally I thought 1,000 would
be the limit of the Denver delegation
it would not surprise me if between
3,000 and 4,000 persons from our city
made the trip to East Las Vegas for
the battle July 4." The returns from
Kansas City were equally as glowing.
Billy Scoville sent word that h;?
would not have any trouble completing one trainful of sports, while Billy
O'Leary also wired from Kansas City
that he had a party of 18 that would
make the ride south in a private car.
Tommy Ryan, in charge of Jim Flynn's
camp, also received word from Cal
Morton of Kansas City, his old partner
in the cafe business in that city, that
be wouldi be on deck with a party of
El Paso is getting up a
friends.
"darktown special.'' Already have 100
Sons of Ham made reservation and
they will come up the morning of the
Fourth in a special train. Then, the
Order of the Moose at Elephant Butte,
near El Paso, have sent in an order
for 50 tickets. Individual orders during the day from all sections of the
country and local orders netted Treasurer Lewis as much money as is genat an
erally attracted to the

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
N. M.

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorn ey
w.
Practice in all the Courts and Before the Interior Department.
- - New Mexico.
Taos,
H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
Santa Fe, - - - - New Mexico
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
Public Stenographer.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
Phone Red 162.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVE...

TISE?
Tell your story to

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement in 25 leading newspapers' Sue-da- y
Issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..
Rooms' 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m.'to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
important battle.
Both Jim Flynn and Jack Johnson Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
went through their usual perform- 2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
ances. Incidentally Lil' Artha raised
Phone Black 47.
the admission fee to his camp from 10
cents to 13 cents. He played to fully
500 cash customers in addition to the
mob that lined the fences and got a
DON CASPAR
free glimpse. Including in the throng RESIDENCE,
AVE
that watched the champion box four
rounds with Marty Cutler and four
Phone, 220 Red
rounds with Rastus Respress, was
WEST SIDE PLAZA
OFIFCE,
the mayor of "Old Town." His Honor
boostis one of Lil' Artha's warmest
Phone, 237 Black
ers and seldom misses an afternoon
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
visit to the darkey's training camp.
As a rule his two daughters accompany
him, but today they stayed at home.
Johnson showed plenty of speed, but
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
again refrained from doing any warm
to
"I am getting down
milling.
Cation
Block, Palace Ave., next
veight plenty fast enough without
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
working too hard," was Lil' Artha's
PHONE 233.
comment after completing his eight
rounds of sparring. "I am aiming to
be at the 215 notch for Mr. Flynn and
You cannot get up to date printing
as I am now under 225 won't have unless you have
material
any trouble making that figure. This and facilities.
The New Mexican
is the most wonderful climate in the Printing Company has both, and at
world and Lil' Artha is a great globe- the same time expert mechanics.
trotter. Has the high altitude got me? Your orders are always assured perI should say not.
I feel fine and sonal attention.
know I will be at my very best by
the Fourth."
The New Mexican i rtntlng ComFlynn boxed, or rather, fought nine pany is always prepared to turn out
rounds. Al Williams, Howard Morrow your brief and
transcript work quickand Ray Marshall were taken on one
ly, and at the right price. Give us
after the other. The Puebloan rough- a trial
ed it, same as always, and had easily
his banner work-ou- t
of the week. He
It will not pay you to waste your
pulled his usual course of gymnasium time
stunts and was on the job the greater when writing out your legal forms
you can get them already print
part of an hour and a half.
ed at the New Mexican
Printing
Company.
e
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CELEBRATION,
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SISTERS OF LORETTO

SANTA FE, N. M.,
June l!ih to 15th, 1912.
ONE AND

ONE-FIFT- H

FARE

ALL POINTS IN NEW MEXICO

To Santa Fe and Return

for,

Willico
Cold"
Stops Coughs Cure Colds
OMrtM

For sale

by

I

Tm

all druggist.

OMtm

m

DATES OF SALE,
June 10th, llth and 12th. Return
Limit,

June

U.S. LUTZ,

Aft.,

17th, 1912.
SANTA FE.N.M.

FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1912.
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Fair and Cooler That is the prediction for tomorrow by the Weather
Bureau. The shower last evening
meant .38 of an inch of precipitation.
The maximum temperature yesterday
was 79 degrees, the minimum last
night 50 degrees.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness
Is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness, caused by
catarrh, that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Care. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. 3. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
bis
Congressman George
Curry
written friends in Roswell that he
wi'l visit them the latter part of .Tune.
Miss LiHIe Hammer, who conducts

W. M.

LINNE. Secretary.

FOR RENT 3 or
with furniture or not.

WANTED

A

6

room

house,

D. S. Lowitzki.

good Jersey cow.

ply to W. G. Sargent.

Ap-

WANTED Girl to do genera! hotis-work in small family. Apply S. New
Mexican.

Santa Fe Chapter N
R. A. M.
Regulai
convocation
FOR SALE Two saddle ponies
Monday of each moat, broken to work. Apply W., care New
at Masonic Hall a. Mexican.
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
WANTED A good
woman cook,
H.
wages $40 per month. Apply New
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Mexican.
1.

lecoat

Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regula
conclave fourth Mob
day in each taonth a
Masonic. Hs.1) at 7:S'
p. m.

W. H. KENNEDY,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Hecorder.

E- -

C.

Santa Fe ixdge
Perfection
No. 1, 14U
degree. Ancient and A
cepted Scottish Rite o
Free Masonry mee'a oi
the third Monday of each montl
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening U
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Visiting fotlsh Rite Masons arc ear
dially Invited to attend.
S. G. OaRTWRIGHT.
32.
Venerable Master
HENRY i . STEPHENS, 33
Secretary.

FOR RENT
bath. r,02 Galisteo St.
cent's Sanitarium.

house
with
Apply St. Vin-

FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
rooms suitable for Iinht housekeeping.
Use of bath. Apply ilifi San Francisco St.
WAXTKI) Tn tttPi." Tu-.ing ponies for two months, July, August. Must lie sure footed and safe
for ladies.
y. (;. .., phis Office.
.

Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank
building
Apply to F. M. Jones.

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condi460, B. P. O. E, holdi tion and does
splendid writino- Santa Fe Lodge N: Could
on approval and tria'.
ship
its regular session tw Write to CHAS.
W. RICKART
the second and foarti
Rosedale, Kansas.
of
B. P. O. E.

Wednesday
eac)
month. Visiting broth
ers are invitee an
welcome.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted anfl repaired. Ne,
platens furnished.
Ribhons and supFRANK T. BLAND Y,
plies
Typewriters sold, exchanged
Exalted Ruler.
ai") rented. Standard makes handled,
P. M. A. LI EN ATI,
All repair work and t7pewrite.-ruar
Secretary. anteed. Santa Fe
Typewriter Ex
changa Phone 231.
s

Santa Fe Camr
M.

13514,

A.

W.

iceets second Tun
day each month, so
clal meeting tUrt
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Visit.
ing neighbors welcome.
A. Q. WHITTIEE,
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259. Holds its
WT.7V?1 re?u,ar meeting on the flrrt
Tnursday of each month at
NiiiS
Fireman's hall at 7:30p.m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES,
Secretary.

V(y

r.

W. FARMER
Homesterd No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeoniei
Meets First Friday of the month

at the

Fireman'

Hail.

H. Foreman
A. & P. Robinson.
Cor. bee. Fred F.
Alarid.

man-shot-

WERT

Local P0OTElt-

f

ft

d

.

Montezuma
Lodgi
No. 1, 4. F. & A. M
commun
Regular
cation first Monda-oeach month a
a
Masonic - Hail

I
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of Events That Opens
16. Swiss match.
Open to everyAugust 29 and Ends SeptemDistance: 300 yards. Each
body.
ber 7, 1912.
competitor fires two sighting shots
and continues to shoot as long as he
The program of the interstate shoot remains in the bull's eye. A competit-- ,
at Sea Girt, New Jersey, is in course .or failing to hit the bull's eye is out
of preparation and we are able
to of the match.
give herewith a list ot the probable, 17 i.ihhov (m,,hv m,t,.i, nQ t
...uii-ucmi-vviu ue open to teams
t
i
f
o,i
..,i .
ni.tai,.. ' nnn
' "
and individuals from all the states in 6hots.
of the
)le of Ve,ard
We
bnal
the Lmon. Sea Girt is undoubtedly!
,
n,,- ,c ness mutt ii. u len to any uron-- . Uv,nrt
..v. .
jo.
the most beautiful range in the world
with our most sincere audi
companied
accredited
bona
fide
erly
newspaper
and the trip to the New Jersey shore
not a member of state cordial welcome, wishing you all, that!
Palace.
!s always an enjoyable one. Jersey correspondent
or regimental team, who has beeu your sta' among us, will be nothing
Mrs. Lloyd, Pecos.
is
hospitality proverbial,
bnt
and
that
the
at
Pleasant,
such for one year previous to the
you
W. C. Hattly, Chicago.
L'1 of Matches.
whether or not attending the sanle time enjoy the sweet scent of
W. A. C. McFloaine, Chicago.
Dryden Trophy Match. Open to meeting,
our lowers and the beautiful surroundKate Lincoln, New York City.
teams of eight men. Distances: 200, tournament in an official capacity.
ot 01,1 favorite garden spot of the
credentials must be submitted,1"
Proper
A. S. Beach, El Paso.
and
1'000
10
shots
at
6?
ards;
each;wUn entry. Distance: 200 yards, prone ;wnoIe K' Grande Valley.
M'. C. Reid, Roswell.
i
distance.
10
shots.
So we hereby extend to you again,
Mrs. W. R. Brown, El Paso.
2. The Adjutant General's Match
and
D. G. Fritzlen, Kingsdown, Kas.
under Palma trophy conditions. Open ' 19. Officers' and inspectors' match.' our hospitality, our cordiality,
L. Doger, Pecos.
to teams of eight men. Distances: Open to those who are in commission at ,he same time grant you the liberty
J. V. E. Ridgway, Denver.
of t0 make yourselves at home,
800, 900 and 1,000 yards; 13 shots at as ordinance officers, inspectors
B. Rowcroft, Reading, England.
rifle practice, or inspectors of small
In the second place, let me tak.'
each distance.
C. S. Hughes, Trinidad.
3.
Interstate
team arms practice, to those in the service the honor, and allow me to introduce
Regimental
J. C. Ulrich, Denver.
match. Open to teams of six men. who have heretofore held such com- - to you, whom many of you know,
H. Y. Moore, Denver.
Distances: 200, 600 and 1,000 yards; mission, and to officers who have shot Professor George J. Martin, as con-oan army, marine corps, or state doctor, and Mrs. George Dixon as in- T. J. Stevenson, Denver.
10 shots at each distance,
team in the national match. Distances: structor, who are now here present,
Mrs. Mary B. Maine, Ipswich, Mass.
4.
Company team match.
Open
Miss L. E. Lakeman, Ipswich, Mass.
to teams of five men. Distances: 200 000 and 1,000 yards 10 shots at each as being our efficient faculty that assumes charge today of the Institute
Montezuma.
vards snrnrwe fire in chnto threi c"Ln. distance.
J. L. Zimmerman, Las Vegas.
20. Remington
omis each; 500 yards, 7 shots.
Metal- - work and thereby carry out the
J. Chasterlain, New York City.
5.
Company team match (Tvro). lie Cartridge Company Expert match. B'am previously adopted, of all the
O. J. Durand, Albuquerque.
Open to teams of three men. Dis- - Open to everybody. Distance:
1,000 different courses that will be taught
V. C. Beall, Albuquerque.
daily for the first two weeks' session
lances: 200 and 300 vards- fi shots at yards: 13 shots.
Mrs. Singer, Massillon. Ohio.
in this school room. For the last two
each distance,
21. The Hayes match. Open to ev- Mrs. I0v, Massillon, Ohio.
G.
The Spencer 1,200 yard silhou- - erybody. Distance: 600 yards, 10 shots. weeks the program will be announced
Mrs. G. E. Waterman, Las Vegas.
tre team match. Open to teams of j 22. The Owl match. On illuminat-- ,
'
Ed Rich, City.
six mn.
Therefore, I hope and expect you
Distance: 1,200 yards; 2o ed targets. Open to everybody. Dis-- !
R. Lewis, Albuquerque.
shots.
itance: S00 yards, 13 shots. Shot after "11 wil1 earnestly take hold of the opWalker, Albuquerque.
Tne Columbia trophy match. Op- - dark,
portunity and be willing to help us George
G. B. Arnold, Trinidad.
a
en to teams of six men. Distances:
o:1
Members match. Open to every- - make success of all the proceedings
Mrs. Nisbett, Trinidad.
matters of importance pertain
200, 600 and 1.000 yards: 10 shots at
Distances: 200, 300 and 300 in all
each distance.
ing to our educational work, which is A. A. Fairchild, Trinidad.
'yards 0 shots at each distance.
Theodore Chacon, Albuquerque.
to be done during the four weeks' ses8.
Cavalry team match. Open to
04
The General E. P. Meany match.
11. J. Holley, Denver.
sion
of
the
Velarde
Institute.
teams of five men. Distances: 200 Open to everybody. Distance:
500
C. M. Roha, Kansas City, Mo.
and 500 yards; 10 shots at each disSo much so that when you leave our
yards, 10 shots.
C. B. Moore, Denver.
'
tance.
2:
All comers' expert match. Open l,lace nere. alld wnen the time comes,
T. B. Piatt, Hagerman.
9.
team to everybody. Distance: 600 yards, 10 11 we are living, tor tne opening and
Veteran
organization
Mrs. T. B. Piatt, Hagerman.
'
match.
Open to teams of six men. shots.
beginning of our schools this year
Mildred Fox, Albuquerque.
Distance: 200 yards, 10 shots.
the
all
will
county, you
26. The Reading match. Onen to throughout
A. E. Berry and Mrs. Berry, St. Paul,
10. The New Jersey national team tv,nl!e nhn have never
and each one of you. take charge of Mo.
a
inr,
match. Open to teams of twelve men. 'on,j or xhivi
prize in any individual some school and educate our children
Coronado.
Distances: 200 yards, surprise fire, 10 rjne match at any national or state ln a progressive and meritorious
J. E. Torres, Socorro.
three seconds each; 600 yards, rifle association meeting previous to nr- Julius Meyer, Jr., Estancia.
slow fire, 10 shots; 1,000 yards, slow 192. Distance: 300
to talk much, and
Not wishing
yards, prone, 10
Charles Meyer, Estancia.
,..
.
..
fire. 10 shots:' one skirmish run.' 20 --BI1UL3.1
nlliGl VUy
i... lilllSB
.
S. Fumbarger, Albuquerque.
UetUJ, 1 11UW SlllCeieiv
Vnier Same condltlons as tne
27. The Boyle trophy match. Open thank you very much for your kind
E. K. Gibbs, Deer Trail, Colo.
notinnal match
to those w'lio have never won a flirt attention.
Jj. Barneditti, Las Cruces.
it vow jersey sitate rifle assnpia. pnze ln any individual rifle match at Now let us get ready to go to work. A.
William Wigginton, Marble, Colo.
tion team match. Open to teams of any national or state rifle association I am
very happy to notice such a good
Roy Mallord, Kansas City, Mo.
Distances: 200 meeting previolIS to 1912. DistanCe: attendance for our beginning.
any two competitors.
Eugenio Marquez, Marquez.
and 1.000 yards, 10 shots at each dis- 200
J. M. C. Chaves
yards. 10 shots, prone.
L. C. Davis, Salt Lake City.
tance.
2S. souvenir medal match.
to
was also present at the opening and
Open
Alfred Herrera, Denver.
12. Sea Girt championship. Open to1 pvervhodv. Match A Kiehtv ner canf also addressed the
tether in
Distances: 200, 600, 900 ledal. Distances: five shots at 200, happy and adequate words for the oc- everybody.
and 1,000 yards; 10 shots at each dis- - 30o, 500, 600, 800, 900, 1,000 or 1,200 casion, as did also Professor George! TWELVE PERSONS KILLED in
PLOSION.
poWDER FACTORY
tance.
iaria Match B ninety per cent Martin and Mrs. George Dixon
13. The Gould individual rapid fire medal
inten
We are having a very successful
Distances:
shots at each
Victims Were Soldiers and Workmen
Engaged in Works Near
Vienna, Austria.
to New Mexican)
(By Special Leased
Vienna, Austria, June 7. Twelve
ST-- LOU 5
persons were killed and many others
injured at the Woellersdorf ammunition factory in Wiener-Neustatoday
when an explosion occurred in a shed
Austrian
containing
scrasite, the
equivalent for milinite. The victims
were soldiers and workmen. The
shock broke windows throughout the
town and did much damage in the
neighboring water place of Baden.
Wiener Xeustadt is a manufacturing
town thirteen miles south of Vienna.

Perkins of Chicago, and of the John- son training camp, fought what was
intended to be a six round prehmin- ary. The Hoosier pugilist, however,
gave the negro such a beating that
Perkins threw up the sponge in the
fourth round to escape the whallop
that he knew would mean good night
in tne next.
The Hoosier
is a
comer if his exhibition last evening is

t

e

ft

shots.

Good Preliminary,
worn l,nl1l laf

eHnr of errrHa

I
of above distances.
29. Individual rapid fire match. Open to everybody. Distance: 200 yards,
10 shots, fired in strings of five shots.
MO.
Surprise fire match. Open to
200 yards, 10
Distance:
everybody.
shots, three seconds each.
31. Revolver and pistol
matches.
Physicians Failed To Help Mrs.
Teams and individual.
32. Trap shooting will be provided
Green, But She Finally Found
for at such times during the meeting
Relief in Cardui.
as may be announced by the executive
officer daily.
Meetze, Va. Mrs. J. C. Green of th's
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
place, says: "I suffered with womanly
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE. troubles so that 1 couid hardly sit up.
Two of the best doctors in our towa
me, and I tried different mediFifty Teachers Convene for a Foui treateduntil
I gave up all hope of ever
cines,
Weeks Session at Velarde n La
getting well.
Joya Valley.
One day, I decided to try some Cardui. It did so much for me that I
Velarde, X. M., June 7. The Rio ordered some more, and it cured r.ie!
Arriba County Teachers' Insiitnfe at Today, I feel as well as I ever did in
Velarde, convened June ;:, with an at- my life.
The pains and the trouble are all
tendance of thirty applicants, and with
I feel like
enough applications to increase the gone. wav. I wish another person in
every
every sufferer could
number to at least fifty.
know what Cardui will do for sick
D.
School
Superintendent
County
women."
A few doses of Cardui at the right
Martinez, Jr., in his opening address
time, will save many a big doctor bill,
spoke as follows:
Ladies, Gentlemen, Fellow Teachers by preventing serious 6ickness.
It tones up the nervous system, and
and Workers in the Line of Progress
helps make pale cheeks fresh and rosy.
ana- Educational Matters:
Thousands of weak women have been
This being my first appearance be- restored to health and happiness by
fore you, now gathered in this school using Cardui. Suppose yon try it.
It may be just the medicine you need.
room and the State of New Mexico,
and as your elected superintendent
N. B. Write tn: Ladles' Advisory flept.. Chattaof the Rio Arriba county public schools nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Fprriai
reatnwnl
il utioines my rtlllv 10 .HHliebS to ou
'".!"'mm uIn ulain wracper. onnome
wumen.
request.
all, a few words or remarks in regard
to the duties and to the work that
we are about to commence
today. stitnte and are doing good work in
this being the announced oneninir dav this county, and expect to have the
ot 0U1. Summer Teachers' Institute,
same success next month in our
ov.' mnntv
t
in tho first ninno i ,ioci
morii.
inctiinta m
teDd to you all, that' have come from la, wiih'an enrollment of not less than
teachers in both places,
your nomeSi t0 nonor lIS and at the seventy-fiv...
.
..
i
i,
.;,
i,
t,
,,n,h f,. .

ALL HOPE

J

Refr,-.-

PAGE SEVEN

SHE GAVE UP

The absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. has always been one of the
strongest points in its favor, and is one of the principal reasons why it is
the most widely known and universally used of all blood medicines. A
"LiT Artha" Showed Local great many of the
blood purifiers are really nothing more than
strong mineral mixtures which act so unpleasantly and disastrously on
Fans Stunts or Two Last
the delicate membranes and tissues of the stomach and bowels, that even
if such treatment purified the blood, the condition in which the digestive
Night at Elks
system is left would often be more damaging to the health than the original
trouble. Not so with S. S. S. it is the greatest of all blood
and
at the same time is an absolutely safe and harmless remedy.purifiers,
It is made
BOXED BEFORE URGE CROWD entireiy of the healing and cleansing extracts and juices of roots, herbs
and barks, each of which is in daily use in some form by physicians in
their practice. Years of work and research have proven S. S. S. to contain
necessary to purify the blood and at the same time supply the
Ancient City Enthusiasts Believe everything
system with the purest and best tonic effects. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison
Flynn Will Have Work Cutl
and all other blood troubles, and it leaves the system in perfect condition
Out July 4.
when it has purified the blood. Book containing much valuable information on the blood and any medical advice desired sent free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Santa Fe has seen the champion
heavyweight and Santa Fe is satisfied
that Jim Flynn will have the go of his
life next July 4 at Las Vegas. There a fair sample of his work.
match. Open to everybody. Distances:
Professor Burns, the quiet business 200 yards, surprise fire, 10 shots, three
was a capacity house to see the box
ing exnimuon ot jack Johnson with like trainer of Jack Johnson, said last seconds each; one skirmish run, 20
his three sparring partners, George evening that he would go to the Pa- shots.
Lie Bray, Marty Cutler and Kid Cal- - cific coast after the big baltle with
14. Nevada trophy match. Open to
of Johnson's officers and enlisted men of the army,
vin last evening at the Elks' theatre. GeorSe Dc BraJ'' on
The three latter are fine physical spe- simrring partners, and would take or. navy, marine corps, national guard or
cimens, but seemed pygmies beside the any nfcavyweigt that he might find. organized militia of the several states
titanic champion who punched them there who was willing to draw a con and territories and of the District of
!100
Columbia.
GOO,
Distances:
and
about at will. Of course the exhibi- tract.
1.200 yards; 10 shots at each distance.
tion last night gives no clue to the re13. The Spencer match.
Open to
sult of the big battle except to set at PROGRAM FOR SEA GIRT
SHOOTING TOURNAMENT. everybody. Distance: 1,200 yards, 15
rest the rumors that the "Big Smoke"

is not in the best of physical condition
to meet the giant railroader.
Johnson Makes a Speech.
Before the bout began the crowd
called on the champion for a speech
and he responded in manner that in
dicated that he is able to handle box- iig gloves and words with equal facil
ity. In part he said:
"I wish to show the people of Santa
Fe that a boxer can be a gentleman,
It is the first time that I have been in
your new state and the impression
that I leave with you I desire to be
favorable both to myself and the sport
of which I am an exponent.
"In regard to the battle which is
coming I wish to sav that I shall do
all I can to defeat Jim Flynn, and I
will use every fair means to that end,
But above all may the best man win."
Norm of Physical Perfection.
Scientists have pronounced Jack
Johnson the norm of physical perfection and certainly it is hard to imagine how his measurements could be
changed to add an ioia to his great
physical strength. He doesn't seem
to have an ounce of superfluous flesh
yet his great bulk is truly appalling.
His fighting attituu ms a natural erect
posture with one foot advanced
rapidity in action is
combined with a grace of movement
that is unusual in one of almost mon- strous proportions.
The lord of pugdom arrived late
yesterday afternoon in his motor car
accompanied by his trainer Professor
W. Burns, also a negro, and sparring
partners, from Las Vegas and was en- tertained by the New Mexico Athletic
Club, under whose auspices he appeared last evening. He will depart tomorrow morning for his training quarters
in East Las Vegas.
To a representative of the New Mexican he expressed his determination
to defeat Jim Flynn. With an expansive and good natured smile that
spread over his face and showed the
gold filling in his teeth, he added that
he never felt better in his life than
now and that he would give the railroader the battle of a lifetime.
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ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall.
ers always welcome.

Visiting broth-

Santa Fe Camp
6673, R.

N. A.

Nc.

meeti

first Tuesday of eacn
month; social meeting
third Tuesday at Fire
man's Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.

riME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

Get Ready for Your Job.
It Seems to be a part of youth's
make-uto procrastinate, to seem safe
in waiting until the opportunity offers,
instead of being ready for it, when it
does.
Get Ready for Your Job, whatever it
may be, and commence right away.
Shorthand and Typewriting is the
first step for that is the stone to fur-thknowledge, as; Reports of lectures, quick notes of everything, extracts when reading.
One Month at the new ABC Shorthand is equal to 6 months at the old
It
is
now
systems.
the exclusive shorthand in many countries,
and is THE ONLY ONE that is taught
to 7th and 8th grade scholars; the
only one the young minds can grasp.
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER.
SAY WHAT YOU
CAN AFFORD
WEEKLY. WE GUARANTEE WORK
WHEN THROUGH.
We Want a Janitor 2 hours daily in
exchange for instruction. We want a
hustler to interview parents.
Wo
want teachers and graduates to go
Into the country, take typewriting machines and leave at newly enrolled,
pupils' homes for practice; to soil the
$10 self instructing shorthand text
books, and $10 blindfold
typwritmg
cards. A hustler to secure subscribers for the Standard Encyclopedia.
We secured a few copies
from the
"Times" office, Los Anglei immediately after the insuran?e companies
had made their compensation
after
the dynamite exp'osion. Thy price is
$37.80 payable $7 to $10 cash, and $2
to $; a month. Contains the residue
of 100,000 books, S,.j'Mi pages, 55,000
articles, !(00,0oo topics, 125 colored
maps, 3,000 illustrations As good as
ever, and price reduced from $97. Th's
profitable work shoii suit teachers
or graduates for sumnmr
employment.
THE SANTA FE BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
The Business University
of New
Mexico.
WALTER NORTON, F. R. G. S.
1

President
PROFESSOR JOHN A. WOOD,

Principal.
The following are the time tabiea
(Recently superintendent of public
of the local railroads:
city schools.)
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
JOHN THOMPSON,
Leave
(Professional
Actuary and Teacher of
3
8:10 a. m., to connect With No.
Insurance
Bookkeeping, Banking,
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
and mathematics.)
114:10
Fe
ot
Santa
arrive
Returning,
Secretary and Treasurer,
p. m.
with
Co.,
(Recently
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
Taos, N. M.)
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
We teach all business subects. Day,
t eastbound.
9 to 5
hours. Evening
Dinners, 1
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. m 7 to 9, Monday, Wednesday and FriLeave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
day.
nect with No. 7 westboun I and No. 4
2

eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at S:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11:30
p. m.
cut-of- i
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points shouij now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
Connection leaves Albu
heretofore.
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:21

a. in.

OF THE PEACE.

The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand already bound, civil
and criminal dockets, especially made
up for the use of Justices of the
Peace. They have printed headlines
in either Spanish or English on good
paper, well bound witb leather back
and cornersfl, with canvass sides.
Full Index in front antf a list of the
fees of the Justice of the Peace and
Constables printed in full on the first
page. The pages are 1
These books ar made :p in civil and
criminal
dockets separate of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, with 80
pages civil and 320 pages criminal,
civil or criminal $2.7f. each. Combined civil and criminal $4.00. For
$ 50 additional
these books will be
sent by mail or prepaid express. Cash
must accompnay order
State plainly
whether English or Spanish is want
ed.
6

D. & R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY

12:45 p. m., connects with
1 south and vest.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.
Leave

No. 4

FOR JUSTICE

east and

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your or
der with the New Mexican PriDting
prices will be quoted upon request.
Our styles and fonns are strictly up
New Mexican Want
to date.
results every time.

ACs

trin
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The Home of Quality Groceries j

What is the difference
between a
guest (leaving at 4 a. m. and a pretty
girl speeding an auto?

FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 1912.

In the affairs of the island of the gov- - NEW STATE BANK
zel and Almond Cream.
j ernment.
The
a
Banker's
modern
The principal object would
Daughter
ORGANIZED AT DEMING.
DAILY
DP
to aid Cuba in
society drama. It's at the Elks' to- - j
restoring order, It
night,
Deming, X. M., .rune 7. At a meetjv.as said the troops probably would
History Now on Sale B. M. Read's, be dispatched to the eastern end of ing last night a new state bank was
Illustrated History of New Mexico, just j the island and wov'd not go near Hav- - organized for Deming. The board of
WEATHER FORECAST.
from press, is now for sale and may
aireciors louows: John Hund. R. I.
Denver, Colo., J.ine 7. Tobe ordered directly from the author,
Miller, J. G. Cooper. Sam T. Clark
To Create Restricted Area.
night fair in west portion,
flfld Hal K"oVT
.,1
Tlio nAtinonn tc
or
Xew
the
Mexican
through
Printing
in
east portion, cooler
clearing
One plan of action which might be talized for
a
Price
an(J
the
$10.
Company.
in southeast portion, Saturday
adopted would be the drawing oi mil-- subscribed.
The
You cannot complete your shopping
fair and warmer in north poritary lines in the insurrecto territory are in process of
for that Sunday dinner without stop and
preparation. .1. G.
tion. ;
calling upon all persons to come Cooper, formerly of San Angelo, Tex.,
ping at the Plaza Market, for they are in, with the ultimatum of
being sum- is the organizer, and he states that
the leaders in the market line.
marily dealt with if found outside." the bank will be open for business as
Licenses for Bicycles All bicycle This
Adobe bricks for sale at Frank F.
has been suggested as one way soon as a suitable building can be
owners are requested to procure their
Gormley.
to bring the insurrectos out of their secured. Several locations are being
license
from
Ortiz
Facundo
Clerk
City
Don't forget our line of fresh Vegeconsidered.
Mr. Cooper has been enat the Winter's store at the southeast camps.
tables. The Plaza Market Co.
in
the
gaged
of
banking business in Texcorner
Components
of
Expedition.
the plaza.
'
Cease' Your Searcn for delightful
as for several years. He is expecting
One is going pretty early, the other
exThe
of
the
On
components
of
issue
Five
military
you
Page
today's
candies. Go straight to Zook's and
his family to join him here the first
a pretty girlie going!
will find a change of advertisement for pedition would be the Fifth Infantry, of next
you'll be glad. Fresh today.
week.
Twenty-NNew
is loaded Plattsburg barracks,
York,
A Governor Who Had a Heart. It's Seligman Brothers and it
inth
infantry at forst Porter, Jay, BONDS FOR ALLEGED VIOa Vitagraph and a good one. It's at with seasonable bargains for the laAre Yeu Going
dies and men. These warm days make and Niagra; Seventh Infantry at Fort
the Elks' tonight.
LATORS OF NEUTRALITY LAWS.
us think of summer underwear and McPherson; Eleventh Cavalry at Fort
One Year's Supply of Toilet paper
Deming, N. M., June 7. The bonds
are
Battalion
they
F, Fourth cf George Valencia, Jesus de la
headquarters.
Oglethorpe, and
The
$1 at GOEBELS.
Torre,
Some very nice Fryers at the Plaza Field Artillery, (a mountain battery) and
The board
Ignacio Nunez for violation of the
County Commissioners
Co.
Market
D.
A.
Fort
at
Russell,
Wyoming.
of county commissioners yesterday afneutrality laws have just been fixed
According to Law a human, interestternoon completed its work as a board
by Commissioner B. Y. McKeyes at
Artillery Will Be Slow.
Elks'
of
drama
At
Ghetto.
the
the
of equalization and is now in regular ing
Probably the last battalion cou'd $3,000 each to appear here the first
The Maid In Que&tion
tonight,
5
session.
The charge
not
be embarked for at least a week Monday in October.
Suit tn Quiet TitleThe S:,nta Fe
Is
Warm
Weather
after
orders are 8iven. because of the against Rebecca de la Torre was disCooking
coming.
Was A Quality Lass
ReaUy Conipany yesterday afternoon
missed and the prisoner discharged.
by electricity is cheaper than coal. filed a suit to
quiet title in the district lonS overland trip to port, but it is
'
One thousand and sixty dollars was
clared
that
not
would
the
be
And Bought Only Meats Sparks can prove if; 9ee him.
artillery
unknown
the
claimants
against
taken from the person of one of the
Turkey, Hens, Fryers and Ducks at of the tract of land immediately east needed at first and would be there in
defendants, and a pistol found in their
the
Market
Co,
Paza
if
time
it
followed
Of The Quality Class I
the troops room. L. E.
:nple
and north of the county court house.
Ross, special agent' of the
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric
Use a Cold Cream which imparts a within a week,
government appeared for the governLaundry brought luto the office will softness to the skin. Use Zook's Rose
Gomez Notified.
ment, and R. C. Ely appeared for the
be redeemed at 10c doz.
J
President Gomez was notified last defendants. Defendants
Cold Cream.
have not yel
All
scouts
Boy Scouts, Attention
The best P House Beef, Pork, Veal week that the United States would
furnished bail.
who expect to purchase uniforms, or
tervene in a substantial military way
Mutton at the Plaza Mkt. Co.
who are planning on the camping trip
to restore order in Cuba, unless his'
Drowned in Rio Grande
Flood
tike navtng your office up
...u0l uB iimwui umiguL di i.ou ai me Ramon Chavez, the 6 year old son of own army made some immediate pro- - to Nothing
date. The Glooe Wiornicke Filin
Ramon Chavez,
at the El gress. The proclamation which Go- - an(? Sectional Unit book case nnt
For Wind, tan or sunburn try an ap- - Pflfin smelter Tvnsemployed
.
a vlntim if the Pin me? hoc iacne1 in tVe Pnhan nanlrt
"
"
"
W improve in
wl
iookb or your office
Phone 92.
of
Zook's
.
Witch
Benzoin.
Ha.
plication
'
was
He
nooa.
on
drowned
to
them
aid
in
calling
iuianue river
suppressing but will pay for themselves in th
while wading with other companions the rising is believed to be directly time
they sve you. Wh not be up
in the back waters of that river in attributable to the notification,
to date? New Mexican Printing
the vicinity of the Courchesne bridge,
Denied Negro Outrages.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Renti A statement hv General
Rooms elegantly furnished and hay-- the
It will not pay you to waste your
insurrectos had not been guilty of
.UK a . u.oaern conveniences,
inciua--. want0B
olltrage was made pubic at tiem writing out your legal form
cictuii; Usui, steam utiui auu the state department. It came from when you can get them already
pHnt.
Bank Estenoz
baths, in the First National
through George Collister, the ed at the New Mexican Printing
b inding.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
YOU CAN FINISH
American ranch owner, who was re- - Company.
Tonight at the Elks': The Banker's
ported captured. .
YOUR WOODWORK
'
.
.
.
;uaugntea; me Governor who Had a
You will never go wrong in
' nreatens Americans.
ANY COLOR
letting
Heart, and According to Law. See
Estenoz
some
at
your job printing come to the New
says
that
length
snow
tnis
WITH
the negroes in Cuba have been depriv- - Mexican Printing Company. Its facilities ar unequaled in the State.
j ed of their constitutional rights.
UNITED STATES
jtsienoz continues tnat ne has
TROOPS TO CUCA.
..
iiiai ciu niuvi n,uu mining
ipany-;h,aarmed its laborers, ond that
(Continued from page one.)
- he has warned
FINISHES
them thait if the labor
DISCHARGES
ers are permitted to fight the insurgunboat Paducah, last night landed
BELIEVED IN
rectos
shall
"we
retaliate
by killing
fifty marines under Lieutenant Philip
on
whom we can lay
is
HOURS!
Torrey at the El Cuero Mines and six every "Gringo"
marines under Captain Gulio at Puuta our hands."
Each
Cap- ""s
of
wood
sule bears (MIDY)
do Sal. These garrisons will be in-- j
the name
LOST
Broad
oval
name
bracelet
creased as soon as possible, as they
Beware qf counterfeits
following colors :
are considered insufficient at present to "Esther" engraved on top. Liberal
ALL DRUGGISTS
341 San Francisco St.
reward,
V
LIGHT OAK.
protect the properties there.
INDIAN OAK,
MED0C CHERRY,
Marines Did Not Stop Them.
ROYAL WALNUT,
MOORISH REDWOOD,
GREEN ASH,
Havana, June 7. Early today eighty
negroes attacked and burned a village
SPANISH MAHOGANY, ORIENTAL ROSEWOOD. BUE
BIRCH,
on the Guantanamo Western railroad,
FLAT WHITE,
GLOSS WHITE,
DEAD BLACK,
eight miles from Guantanamo where a
garrison of 100 American marines is
GLOSS BLACK,
GOLD, SILVER,
NATURAL.
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Going Picnicking?

m

1

j

j

WHAT

3SXSSSSJ3S3S

A POOR PICNIC
A

Picnic Would Be

"Where
MyPretty Maid?"
"To
Quality
Meat Market, Sir,"

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

She Said.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

;

AND.EVERYTHING

She's

THERE IS
THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

Kn

BUTTER!

11 V
Phone 4.

BUTTER!

d

Plaza Market Co.
M

IZr,

F. ANDREWS

Here!

;

lIlVo

NOW AT

Headed

.....

j.

Ptnn,

HOUSEWIVES

Phone 4. fill

SIP

J

S . SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or clean 'nf longer than

A
ery

any oilier plc: of machinbui it needs both occasion-

,

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil anil a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
lie and accuracy of your watch.
f.cavc your waica witn us

tie

y.

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

j

j

"SUNSHINE

I

mm

easy to apply and gives the best results
finish known. Put up
any
in the

stationed.

"Time Pieces That Are

URINARY

s

It

HEADQUATERS

"''
......

i

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Company

.Reliable."

WBBaMHflHlHinnBaHHBVr

Not Intervention.
Washington, D. C, June 7. At the
war department it was emphatically
stated that if the expeditionary force
did go to Cuba it would not be with
any thought of political interference

24

fLOWEpS

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.

Phone Black 12.
""wa ' " " axana

R.
1,1

y.

BOYLE, Mgr

Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

THE NEW STRAWS
I

A

FINE STRAW

1

HAT

DISPLAY!

URELY that's what everybody says who has seen
our New Straws. Styles this season admit of a wide
choice. A man may choose a hat to fit his head and face
without violating any edict of fashion. We've Split Straws,
Sennet, Milan Braids, Panamas, etc. Conservative or Natty
Styles with Fancj Bands for Dapper Fellows.

Straws, $1,50 , $2.00 to $2,50,

Panamas from $7.00 to $8.50

We aim to sell Hats of a little better style and value than can be obtained
elsewhere, and we're right sure we're doing it

Home of Hart, Schaff ner & Marx Clothes.

NATHAN SALMON
3t

I

